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P R E F A C E 

Like most other short-term macroeconometric models, 
the Reserve Bank's model of the New Zealand economy 
is strongly demand orientated, being concerned pri
marily with questions of short-term internal and external 
stability. In this context, government fiscal and public 
debt policies are generally recognised as being highly 
important. For this reason, the Bank's economic research 
programme over the past two years has placed consider
able emphasis on the need to obtain a reasonably long-
term and consistent set of data on government's financial 
operations. Using the statistical framework provided 
by this research, it has also been possible to develop 
econometric explanations of those transactions of govern
ment—mainly taxation and domestic borrowing—which 
can be appropriately regarded as endogenous within an 
overall model. 

This research has been carried out in the hope that 
such a model might lead to improved forecasts and 
analysis of various policy alternatives. In particular, the 
model framework (as described for example in [3]) 
endeavours to incorporate realistic inter-relationships and 
feedbacks between the government, financial, foreign 
and private sectors of the economy. These linkages are 
clearly much more difficult to get to grips with in a 
non-econometric fashion. In addition, a model facilitates 
the inclusion of a wide range of policy variables: govern
ment expenditure, tax rates, interest rates, government 
security ratio requirements for financial institutions, 
credit ceilings, import licensing, and so on. 

Previous Research Papers published by the Bank in
clude a study describing quarterly taxation relation
ships for New Zealand [1] and a paper setting out 
quarterly data on government current revenues and 
expenditures [4]. 

The present Paper provides the second stage of the 
latter analysis in the study entitled "Financing Trans
actions and Analysis of Public Debt Holdings". This 
sets out in consistent and comprehensive fashion the 
way in which the government's balance before borrow
ing has been financed from 1960 to 1972. The presenta
tion differs significantly from that contained in official 
publications, such as the annual Budgets. First, it dis
tinguishes in some detail the sources of all financing 
activity, whether they be official or private sector 
sources. Secondly, a balance sheet type of approach is 
employed under which transactions are classified 
according to whether they result in increases or decreases 
in assets or liabilities. Netting out procedures are thus 
avoided as far as possible. Thirdly, all data are quar
terly, whereas most of the official publications relate 
only to annual statistics in this area. Naturally, the data 
in this Paper should not be regarded as official. 

The other study presented here offers an econometric 
analysis of financial asset behaviour in New Zealand, 
with particular emphasis on an explanation of changes 
in holdings of government securities. The Paper points 
to the need for improved data in this area generally 
and the results must only be regarded as a preliminary 
contribution. Equations are developed for deposits held 
by the private sector with trading banks, savings banks, 
finance companies, official short-term money market 
dealers, and stock and station agents, and also for the 
total assets of life insurance companies. To enable the 
model to explain government financing, the analysis is 
extended to cover changes in holdings of government 
securities by the non-financial private sector and mainly 
the non-official "captive" financial institutions (those 
just mentioned). In many cases, it is necessary first to 
develop private sector financial asset relationships so 
that, secondly, these can be fed into equations or identi
ties explaining institutional security holdings. These 
procedures are discussed in the Paper which concludes, 
among other things, that the modified stock adjustment 
model usually works satisfactorily in this area and that, 
despite official intervention, interest rates are normally 
important in determining financial asset behaviour in 
this country. (It should be noted that a more detailed 
treatment of the trading and savings banks than that 
given here is available in [2] and [3].) 

Future research will need to concentrate not only on 
improving the data base, and thus the specifications 
described here, but also on the way in which the govern
ment sector fits into the model as a whole. Some initial 
simulation experiments are discussed in [3], but more 
intensive work planned for the future will hopefully 
throw more light on the nature of the policy and other 
multipliers implicit in the model. It would be reward
ing to think that other economists may be stimulated 
by our efforts to date to criticise our work and test 
alternative approaches of their own. On the data side, 
perhaps our work will indicate the potential available 
if only more intensive official efforts could be made to 
improve matters. 

The authors of the studies in this Research Paper 
accept full responsibility for their contents. As already 
mentioned, the Paper should not be treated as a source 
of official data. Furthermore, the views expressed do 
not purport in any way to represent those of the Reserve 
Bank. On the other hand, as far as the statistical paper 
is concerned, the authors acknowledge a substantial 
debt of gratitude for assistance provided by a number of 
officials in both the Treasury and the Chief Accountant's 
Department of the Reserve Bank. An earlier analysis of 
annual data carried out by P. R. Coney and B. C. 
Grover along the lines of Table 1 in the second study of 



this Paper proved most useful in laying the foundation 
for the format used here. This annual analysis, prepared 
within the Economic Department of the Bank, has not 
been published. 

initiated and supervised the research on which this series 
is based, and subsequently provided us with much en
couragement and valuable advice in developing the type 
of work discussed in this Paper. In fact, his contribution 
as an adviser to the model project generally, particu
larly in its early stages, has been substantial. We would also like to take the opportunity to point 

out that our research on the financial sector has de
pended largely on the availability of the type of data 
underlying the Reserve Bank's "money supply and 
selected liquid assets of the public" series, first pub
lished in 1967 but now available quarterly back to 
1960. The Bank's former Chief Economist, P. R. Coney, 

Finally, we are pleased to express our gratitude to 
our colleagues in the Research Section and the Econo
mic Department of the Bank for their unfailing support 
and tolerance. 
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FINANCIAL ASSET BEHAVIOUR IN NEW ZEALAND 
(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO GOVERNMENT 

SECURITIES) 

R. S . DEANE 

D . GRINDELL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper develops a number of equations to explain 
quarterly changes in holdings of a range of important 
financial assets in New- Zealand. Particular emphasis 
is placed on a series of relationships describing the 
central government's major domestic financing trans
actions in New Zealand over the past decade or so. 
Because the vast bulk of the private sector's claims on 
government are held by financial institutions which are 
subject to government security investment ratio require
ments, it is also necessary to establish equations to 
explain holdings of deposits with these institutions, or 
total assets as in the case of insurance companies. 

Hence the paper complements other research work 
on the government and financial sectors within the over
all framework of a project to construct a quarterly 
macroeconometric model of the New Zealand economy. 
The work is being carried out within the Research Sec
tion of the Economic Department of the Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand. As far as the government sector is con
cerned, the present paper draws heavily on a specially 
constructed series of quarterly government accounts, as 
described in references [13] and [4]. These deal with 
data on government current revenues and total expen
diture (up to the deficit before borrowing stage, with 
suitable disaggregations), and the domestic and overseas 
financing transactions respectively. The latter is the 
most important source in this instance, the published 
version of which accompanies the present study in this 
Research Paper. Equations covering the other major 
sources of government revenue—direct income tax and 
other, mainly indirect, taxation—are set out in [3], the 
data for which are contained in [13]. 

Turning to the financial sector, full details of an 
econometric model of die monetary sector, defined as 
including both the trading and savings banks, were first 
published in [5], although an updated version is avail
able as part of the most recent version of the overall 
model described in [7]. Thus this paper concentrates 
attention upon the financial asset relationships for the 
major non-bank financial institutions, and especially 
those which are primarily concerned with the business 
of accepting deposits. On the other hand, it is con
venient to summarise the nature of the equations de
veloped for the trading and savings banks in order to 
provide a full coverage of the major financial institu
tions. 

In summary then, equations or statistical relationships 
are established for the following categories: 

(a) Domestic holdings of central government securities: 
Non-banks— 

Finance companies 
Official short-term money market dealers 
Life insurance companies. 

Banks— 
Trading banks 
Savings banks. 

Other holders— 
The private non-official non-bank non-financial 
institution sector, described here simply as "all 
other holders". 

(b) Deposits, etc., held by private sector financial insti
tutions: 

Non-banks— 
Finance companies 
Official short-term money market dealers 
Stock and station agents 
Life insurance companies (total assets in this 
case). 

Baiiks— 
Trading banks, demand and fixed deposits 
Savings banks, demand and fixed (mainly in
vestment account) deposits. 

There are obviously some holdings of government 
securities which do not fall within (a) above. Such 
holdings are treated as exogenous in the econometric 
model and include the following: 

(a) The Reserve Bank, which holds securities in line 
with the prevailing monetary/fiscal policy situation, 
making it difficult to ascribe a straightforward be
havioural function to the Bank's holdings. 

(b) Other official holdings, mainly by government 
departments, which again vary with policy and other 
considerations which can reasonably be described as 
exogenous within the current context. This is not to 
deny the importance of endogenous elements, which 
are probably relevant in many instances, but rather 
such a treatment recognises the difficulties inherent in 
sorting out the various endogenous and exogenous 
factors. One of the latter is the timing question, as for 
example in the case of the Earthquake and War Dam
age Commission which would have a regular flow of 
revenue through the fiscal year, but which receives its 
allocation of securities in an apparently irregular 
fashion. 

(c) Marketing authorities, including holdings by the 
Meat Industry Account and the Wool Commission 
Account, where farm income stabilisation policy (with 



respect to overseas export earnings, guaranteed mini
mum prices for farmers, etc.) plays an important role 
and is most conveniently treated at present as exo
genous. This is consistent with the treatment of Reserve 
Bank advances to marketing authorities as also exo
genous, although it is hoped that in the future some 
further work will be carried out in this area to make 
these factors at least partly endogenous. 

All overseas borrowing and foreign debt repayment 
by government must also be treated as exogenous at 
this stage. Perhaps future research work may be able to 
detect some measurable relationship between likely ex
planatory variables, such as the overseas exchange trans
actions current account balance, foreign interest rates, 
etc. and the government's overseas borrowing pro
gramme, but such research is judged to be beyond the 
scope of this paper. Obviously, political as well as econo
mic factors are very important in this area. 

Thus, the model of the government's financing trans
actions described here is based on a series of equations 
analysing the demand for various financial assets held 
by the public, with some of these in turn being fed into 
a range of empirical relationships which explain the flow 
of funds to government where these can reasonably be 
treated as endogenous. Some borrowings, particularly 
those from official and foreign sources, are treated as 
exogenous. Similarly, because most of the interest rates 
relevant to the model are not freely determined market 
rates but are instead subject to official regulation at 
relatively low levels, interest rates are also treated as 
exogenous/ 1) 

As the discussion proceeds, it will become clear that 
the estimation of the equations was beset by serious data 
shortcomings, including the complete absence of some 
series which would normally be regarded as vital to 
gain the appropriate theoretical specification. The pro
blems will be spelt out through the paper. It is because 
of these deficiencies that the work can only be described 
as a preliminary attempt in this area and clearly further 
research, especially on the empirical base, is badly 
needed. Nevertheless, given the importance of govern
ment securities as a financial asset—internal holdings 
totalled over $2,500 million at the end of March 1972 
compared with the Reserve Bank's selected liquid assets 
series ( 2 ) of almost $3,400 million at the same date—it 
was felt that some effort should be made to integrate 
the government's domestic borrowing operations within 
the overall econometric model. 

Tables 1 and 2 provide some indication of, first, the 
value of government securities held by the various 
groups of holders discussed above and, secondly, the 
public's holdings of deposits with the range of financial 
institutions treated in the study. 

$ million % of Total 

Official holdings (government depart
ments, official agencies) 473.7 18.7 

Reserve Bank 9.8 0.4 

Sub-Total 483.5 19.1 

Marketing authorities 105.0 4.1 

Financial institutions— 
Trading banks 143.4 5.7 
Savings banks 1,190.6 47.1 
Money market 42.9 1.7 
Stock and station agents 3.1 0.1 
Finance companies 24.0 0.9 
Life insurance companies 322.9 12.8 

Sub-Total 1,726.9 68.3 

All other holders 163.3 6.5 
Adjustment, ex London stock 51.5 2.0 

Sub-Total 214.8 8.5 

Total Internal Public Debt 2,530.4 100.0 

Source: See reference [4], which provides full details for the 
period 1960 to 1972. 

T A B L E 2 

SELECTED LIQUID ASSETS OF THE PUBLIC 

As at 31 March 1972 

$ million % of Total 

(a) On an institutional basis 
Trading banks 
Private savings banks 
Post Office Savings Bank 
Trustee savings banks 
Stock and station agents 
Finance companies 
Official money market 
Notes and coin 

... 1,054.0 
352.2 
962.6 
514.7 

74.9 
187.1 
42.7 

... 203.1 

31.1 
10.4 
28.4 
15.2 
2.2 
5.5 
.1.2 
6.0 

Total Selected Liquid Assets ... 3,391.3 100.0 

(b) On a functional basis 
Money supply ..; 

Other demand deposits 
Time and fixed deposits 

907.5 
... 1,364.4 
... 1,119.6 

26.8 
40.2 
33.0 

Total Selected Liquid Assets ... 3,391.3 100.0 

Source: See reference [2], which provides full details for the 
period 1960 to 1972. 

(!) The major exception to this procedure in the model is for 
the average interest rate on new mortgages, for which an 
equation is developed in [6]. 

( 2 ) The Reserve Bank's selected liquid assets series comprises 
notes and coin held by the public, plus demand and time 
deposits held by the public with trading banks, savings 
banks, finance companies, stock and station agents and 
official money market dealers (see [18]). 

2 . THEORETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Two basic types of theoretical approaches are involved 
in this paper: on the one hand in order to explain non-
financial institution private sector behaviour with respect 
to holdings of financial assets, it is necessary to make 
some assumptions about portfolio behaviour generally 
while, on the other hand, a somewhat ad hoc model 
must be adopted to explain changes in government 
security holdings by financial institutions which respond 

OWNERSHIP CLASSIFICATION OF INTERNAL 
PUBLIC DEBT 

As at 31 March 1972 



mainly to official security ratio requirements rather than 
simply to market forces, including interest rates. Hence 
the description of many of these institutions as "captive" 
holders, in the sense that they compulsorily rather than 
voluntarily hold official securities to the extent de
manded by ratio requirements. The two approaches are 
discussed in turn. 

2 . 1 General portfolio behaviour 

Initial research directed towards an explanation of 
the private sector's(3> holdings of deposits and official 
securities concentrated on behavioural equations of the 
stock adjustment form. However, in practice, it turned 
out that both institutional factors and severe data limita
tions imposed unfortunate constraints on the applic
ability of the theoretical framework described below; 
constraints which are probably best discussed on a 
section-by-section basis. Accordingly, although the ortho
dox stock adjustment model as used by others in this 
field(4) is set out, it must be granted that many of the 
equations fail to comply fully with the model because 
of institutional and data problems. Work is proceeding 
on some of these complications but others can only be 
solved by improved official statistics or the passage of 
time, as is the case where major institutional changes 
introduced distortions during the estimation period. 
Problems of this latter type are outlined in detail in 
[5, especially pp. 11-12]. 

Under the stock adjustment theory of portfolio be
haviour, it is assumed that holders of financial assets 
wish to diversify their portfolios (so that wealth is not 
held solely in the asset with the highest yield) in such a 
way as to endeavour to achieve an equilibrium distribu
tion of wealth which, if attained, would represent a 
position of desired balance in portfolio holdings. Diversi
fication is thought to occur as a result of a number of 
considerations, such as the different degrees of liquid:'} 
as between various assets, uncertainties about the future, 
and in some cases the need to meet certain legal require
ments. Beyond this, the composition of a portfolio is 
assumed to be influenced by the range of yields avail
able on all the assets a sector may hold. In practice, 
these assumptions are often reduced to hypothesising 
that desired holdings of a particular asset depend on 
the sector's wealth (frequently proxied by income in the 
absence of wealth estimates); and the rate of return on 
the asset itself and on competing assets (with the rate 
on a representative alternative asset being used as a 
proxy variable). Thus: 

A t * = f (W t , R t , Ra t ) (1) 
where: 

A t * is the desired holding of the financial asset 
W t is the wealth of the holders(s) 
R t is the return on the asset A 
Ra t is the return on a representative alternative 

financial asset. 

Because of uncertainties, decision lags, and trans
actions costs, it can be expected that there will be some 
delay in adjusting actual asset holdings to the desired 

W Defined throughout this paper as the non-bank non-finan
cial institution private sector, unless otherwise stated. 

(*) Full bibliographic details are contained in the references 
listed in [5, p. 38]. 

levels. Accordingly, it is assumed that quarterly flows of 
each of the assets depend on the discrepancy between 
current and desired levels, with only partial adjustment 
being attempted each period. It is also assumed that 
the adjustment process may be modified by the existence 
of short-term constraints. These include the impact, for 
example, of a variable termed in this paper the govern
ment's domestic borrowing requirement. This sums the 
changes in New Zealand's overseas exchange trans
actions, government finances, and Reserve Bank/private 
sector operations in a manner described in [4], elsewhere 
in this Research Paper. If b and c are the adjustment 
coefficients, A t - i the actual stock of the asset at the 
beginning of the period, and C t the short-term con
straint referred to above, then: 

A A t = b ( A t * - A t - i ) + cC t (2) 

Equation (1) can be rewritten in linear form as: 

A t * = d 4- eW t 4- gR t - hRa t (3) 

Equation (3) can now be substituted in equation (2) 
to yield: 

A A beW t 4- bgR t — bhRa t 

4- cC t — b A t _ ! 4- bd (4) 

2 . 2 institutional security holdings 

In New Zealand, the government's deficit before bor
rowing is usually financed in large part by domestic 
borrowing from deposit-accepting and other financial 
institutions. However, these institutions do not structure 
their asset portfolios simply according to their own pre
ferences and the effect of market forces upon these. 
This is because they are obliged to meet official govern
ment security investment ratio requirements in the first 
instance, and then adjust the remainder of their port
folios in the normal way. These requirements are dis
cussed in detail in [4] and are thus not repeated here. 
Given the fact that official security interest rates have 
usually been pitched at levels below market rates, it 
is to be expected that financial institutions will not hold 
significant amounts of securities beyond the prescribed 
minimums other than for precautionary reasons. For 
example, security holdings may be above or below the 
official requirements for short periods due to errors in 
forecasting changes in deposits or total assets, as may be 
the case, or because of lags in adjusting to altered ratios. 
Similarly, seasonal factors, and variations in seasonal 
patterns, may have some influence. Accordingly, any 
general relationship may need to be modified for indi
vidual groups of institutions to allow for these sorts of 
considerations, and also to allow for special arrange
ments beyond the ratio requirements as such. The re
lationships established for security holdings must thus 
be based on ad hoc types of models, as described in the 
various results sections. In the meantime the underlying 
idea can be simply summarised as follows: 

G = (N * D) 
where G is the institutions' security holdings 

N is the official security ratio 
D is the institutions' deposits 

(or total assets, where applicable). 



But as just noted, this relationship may need to be 
estimated with additional variables to allow for lags, 
seasonal factors, holdings in excess of or below the 
official minimum, special arrangements, and so on. 

3. EMPIRICAL QUESTIONS 

Inevitably some compromises are necessary in apply
ing the preceding theoretical framework (especially the 
stock adjustment model) to the underlying economic 
data. Unfortunately, some of the series which are 
important in a theoretical context are simply not avail
able in practice. These specific shortcomings will be dis
cussed in the results sections. The general sources of 
data for the equations are summarised below. 

Most of the financial asset series were drawn from 
the Reserve Bank's "Money Supply and Selected Liquid 
Assets of the Public" series, which is described in [18]. 
This includes the statistics for trading banks' demand 
and fixed deposits, savings banks' demand and fixed 
deposits, and deposits held by the public with the non-
bank institutions, i.e. short-term money market dealers, 
finance companies and stock and station agents. How
ever, some modifications were necessary to obtain con
sistency with the sort of concepts required for an 
econometric model. For example, in the case of stock 
and station agents it was necessary to use the figures 
collected by the Government Statistician and published 
quarterly in the Monthly Abstract of Statistics, be
cause the Reserve Bank's own collection only com
menced in 1967. Similarly, inter-institutional deposits 
which are netted out in the liquid assets series, are 
added back to the statistics for use in the model, to 
provide consistency with the balance sheet type of 
format used in the model for the financial sector. The 
total assets of the life insurance companies were also 
drawn from a Reserve Bank collection, as published 
regularly in the Bank's Bulletin. Holdings of govern
ment securities by the private non-financial non-official 
sector are presented in [4] which also discusses in detail 
the limitations of this series which was derived on a 
residual basis. 

A range of interest rates are used in the equations. 
These include the yields of government securities for 
short, medium and long-terms. The interest rate of 
non-carded short-term fixed deposits is used in the 
trading bank fixed deposit equation and elsewhere as 
an interest rate on an alternative competing asset. For 
the finance companies a specially constructed interest 
rate series is employed/ 5 ) In other areas the interest 
rate data are gravely deficient and suitable long-term 
series are not available for either the money market 
dealers or the stock and station agents. Interest rates 
on savings banks' demand deposits have remained 
steady at 3 percent throughout the estimation period, 
and the rate on savings banks' fixed deposits has only 

(5) Three finance companies' interest rate variables were 
initially constructed, based on quarterly data collected 
by the Reserve Bank for large finance companies (those 
for which outstanding loans and advances exceed 
$200,000). These interest rates were on term deposits for 
two years and over, as follows: (a) maximum interest rate, 
(b) weighted maximum, and _(c) average maximum. The 
latter provided the most satisfactory results and is the 
series used in this paper. 

altered on two occasions. Accordingly, it is difficult to 
test the reaction of savings bank depositors to changes 
in interest rates on these assets. 

The major short-term constraint variable is assumed 
to be an official domestic borrowing requirement con
cept and the derivation and conceptual basis of this is 
described in [4]. The variable is essentially designed to 
capture the impact of changes in the government's 
fiscal stance, the current account of the overseas ex
change transactions, and Reserve Bank lending to the 
marketing organisations. In other words, it sums up the 
net effect of current transactions between the private 
sector and the foreign and official sectors/ 6) The official 
sector is defined to include both central government and 
the Reserve Bank. In the savings banks' deposit equa
tions alternative constraints are tested in the form of 
tax variables which are drawn from [13]. 

Unfortunately no data are available with respect to 
private sector wealth. Accordingly, following the prac
tice adopted in a number of overseas studies of a com
parable type, current income is used as a proxy in this 
area. In particular, a specially constructed aggregate 
expenditure series is used in the Bank's econometric 
model as a proxy for gross national product. This series 
comprises expenditure on consumption, investment, 
changes in inventories, government expenditure, and 
exports less imports. 

Full details of the history of and changes in the 
government security ratio requirements with respect to 
financial institutions are set out in [4]. This material 
was drawn from a variety of published and unpublished 
sources, including Reserve Bank annual reports and 
relevant legislative sources. Both effective and statutory 
ratios are used in the study, depending on the circum
stances which are described in the results sections. 

In assessing the individual equations, the major 
criterion must be that of an acceptable theoretical 
specification. However, because of imperfect theory and 
imperfect data, some compromises are necessary. Thus 
the standard statistical tests must also be used in assess
ing the results. These tests include the usual range of 
measures, such as the coefficient of determination, 
standard error of estimate and its relationship to the 
mean of the dependent variable (covariance), Durbin-
Watson statistic and Durbin's unbiased test for auto
correlation [9]. Because the equations are designed to be 
incorporated in a wider model framework, it is import
ant also to examine structural stability and likely fore
casting performance. This is done in a later section 
where the ex post forecasts of the equations are com
pared with results obtained from various naive predic
tors, on the basis of comparative root mean square 
errors. Other measures such as the Chow test [I], a 

(6) An illuminating discussion of these transactions, and the 
ways in which the official government accounts and over
seas exchange transactions data fail to meet desired con
ceptual standards, is given by Pope [17]. Unfortunately his 
statistics are only annual, although the analysis can pro
bably now be extended to quarterly data. It should be 
noted that one of Pope's major criticisms—that related to 
the treatment of government overseas revenues and expen
ditures—is not applicable to the official borrowing require
ment concept (GDB) used here because the latter effec
tively combines all government and overseas current 
transactions for both receipts and payments. Hence 
government overseas transactions are netted out. See [4]. 



measure of multicollinearity [10], and a sign reversal 
statistic (20] to test for fourth order autocorrelation, are 
also employed. These measures are denned later in the 
paper, at the end of the notation section. 

Most of the equations included in the Bank's model 
are estimated over the period 1960-1970, using season
ally unadjusted quarterly data. However, data limita
tions usually constrain the time period to be shorter 
than this in the present paper. There is also a need to 
use some of the data for ex post forecasts; the four 

quarters immediately following the end of the estima
tion period are used for this purpose here (1971(1) to 
1971 ( 4 ) ) . Accordingly, the estimation periods are stated 
below the individual equations in the results sections. 
The use of ordinary least squares is consistent with other 
relationships estimated for the model although it is 
hoped that in the near future an iterated instrumental 
variables technique will be applied to the system as a 
whole to obtain consistent estimates. This matter is dis
cussed in [11]. 

4. NOTATION 

4 . 1 Variable symbols 
The following Symbols represent the variables used in the results sections of this Paper. They are presented in alpha
betical order. 

AL Life insurance companies' total assets, $m. 
A O T Other miscellaneous net assets of trading banks, Sm. 
CRE Current receipts from exports (total), overseas exchange transactions, $m. 
CRFE Current receipts from farm exports, overseas exchange transactions, $m. 
DDS Demand deposits at savings banks, $m. 
D D T Demand deposits at trading banks, excluding government deposits, $m. 
DF Deposits (demand and fixed) at finance companies, $m. 
DFS Fixed deposits at savings banks, including investment and National Savings Accounts, $m. 
D F T Fixed deposits at trading banks, excluding wool retention accounts and Treasury deposits, $m. 
D M Official short-term money market deposits, $m. 
D R T M Statutory minimum deposits of trading banks at the Reserve Bank, $m. 
DS Total deposits (demand plus fixed deposits) at savings banks (DDS -j - DFS) , $m. 
DSS Stock and station agents' total deposits (includes customers' credit balances), $m. 
DSSF Stock and station agents' deposits, excluding customers' credit balances, $m. 
D T Total all deposits at trading banks (demand plus fixed deposits but including government, wool retention 

and Treasury deposits), $m. 
DTS Cash and bank deposits of the savings banks, $m. 
GDB Government domestic borrowing requirement, $m. 
GDRTN Trading banks' net free cash and holdings of public sector securities, $m. (Public sector includes central 

government and State Advances Corporation securities but excludes local authority securities.) 
GSFF Government security holdings of finance companies, $m. 
GSFL Life insurance companies' holdings of government securities, $m. 
GSFM Official money market holdings of government securities, $m. 
GSP All other holders (non-bank non-financial institution non-official sector) holdings of government securities, 

$m. 
GSS Public sector (central government and State Advances Corporation) security holdings of savings banks, $m. 
GSSE Excess (total actual less officially required) holdings of public sector securities of savings banks, $m. 
GSSR Required holdings of public sector securities by savings banks, $m. 
JFC Interest rate on finance companies' deposits, two years and over, average maximum, %. 
JGL Yield on government securities, long-term, %. 
JGM Yield on government securities, medium-term, °/o. 
JGS Yield on government securities, short-term, %. 
JM Average rate of interest on new mortgages, %. 
JTFN Interest rate on trading banks' fixed deposits (short-term, non-carded rate), %. 
LLT Local authority security holdings of trading banks, $m. 
LPT Lending to the private sector (advances, discounts and term loans) by trading banks, $m. 
N C T Holdings of notes and coin, trading banks, $m. 
NFGE Effective government security ratio for finance companies, proportion. 
NLG Government security ratio for life insurance companies (voluntary agreement), proportion. 
NLGE Average effective government security ratio for fife insurance companies, proportion. 
NMMG Government security ratio for the money market, proportion. 
NSG Required government security ratio for savings banks, weighted average of separate ratios on separate 

classes of deposits, proportion. 
PC Consumers' price index, all groups, base 1965 = 1.000. 
PCE Expected price level based on an adaptive expectations concept. This is essentially the previous quarter's 

PC level adjusted for a weighted moving average of previous quarterly changes in PC. Index base 
1965 = 1.000. Derived by assuming: 

PCE = P C t _ 1 1 a ( l - a ) k ( P C t _ k _ 1 / P C t _ k _ 2 ) 
k = o 

Approximating oo with 20 and calculating 'a' such that the mean lag length is two quarters gives: 
PCE = 0.29289 ( P C 2 _ 1 / P C _ I ) 4- 0.70711 ( P C _ j * P C E _ 1 / P C _ 2 ) 



PE Export price index, base 1965 = 1.000. 

Si Seasonal dummy variable, takes the value 1 in calendar quarter i, zero elsewhere. 

TYCG Gross direct income tax, companies, Sm. 

TYOG Gross direct income tax, other persons, $m. 

TYOR Tax refunds, other persons, $m. 

TYSR Tax refunds, salary and wage earners, $m. 

XBP Overseas exchange transactions private capital balance, $m. 

Yl Aggregate national expenditure, current prices, $m. 
ZFT Dummy for the vigour which trading banks demonstrated when competing for term deposits under the 

80 percent rule (which was relevant during the period when 80 percent of any increase in fixed 
deposits was added to trading banks' overdraft ceilings, see [2]), takes value 1 during 1971, 0 elsewhere. 

ZIS1 Dummy variable to account for the period prior to the introduction of the private savings banks. Takes 
the value 1 up to and including 1964(3). 

ZIS2 Dummy variable to account for the influence of the opening of the private savings banks. Takes the value 
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.7, 0.3 in successive quarters commencing in 1964(4). 

ZJSI Dummy variable to represent the immediate impact of a change in the savings banks' investment deposit 
interest rate. Takes the value 1 in 1962(4) and 1966(3). 

4.2 Statistical measures 

C The Chow test statistic [1]. In this paper the C statistic is used to provide some indication of the structural 
stability of equations on updating to cover additional quarters. 
The C statistic is derived from the formula: 

C = [ ( A - B ) / m ] / [ B / ( n - p ) ] 
where p is the number of parameters in the equation to be tested, including the constant 

n is the number of observations 
m is the number of additional observations where m ^ p 
A is the sum of the squares of the residuals from a regression over the ( n 4 - m ) observations 
B is the sum of the squares of the residuals from a regression over the n observations. 

The statistic takes an F-distribution with (m, n-p) degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis is that the 
additional m data are generated by the same model as the original n observations. 

C.V. Coefficient of variation. The results are presented as a percentage of the mean of the dependent variable. 
When the equation has the first difference as the dependent variable the coefficient of variation uses 
the mean of the level of the dependent variable. 

D Durbin's unbiased autocorrelation statistic [9]. The null hypothesis of serial independence is rejected at 
the 5 percent level of significance if the statistic does not lie in the interval [—1.96, 1.96], for example. 

D.W. Durbin-Watson statistic. 

M.C. An index of multicollinearity derived from the formula: 
M.C. = - (n - y 3 b - 1%) log |X'X| 

where n is the number of observations 
b is the number of regression degrees of freedom 
X is the matrix of correlation coefficients for the explanatory variables 

This index is distributed approximately as a Chi-square distribution with %b(b—1) degrees of freedom. 
Further details are provided by Farrar and Glauber [10]. 

R 2 Coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees of freedom. 

R.M.S.E. Root mean square error relative to the "root mean square actual" to derive ratios which are independent 
of the units in which the errors are measured. Expressed as a percentage in this paper. Where an 
equation has the first difference as the dependent variable the "actual" is in level form and not change 
form. 

S.E.E. Standard error of estimate adjusted for degrees of freedom. 

S.R. A "sign reversal" test for fourth-order autocorrelation. The test as used in this paper is the approximate 
Chi-square test for the presence of fourth-order autocorrelation suggested by Thomas and Wallis [20]. 
This test is distributed approximately as a Chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. 



5 . RESULTS: NON-BANK INSTITUTIONS 

5.1 Finance companies 
5.1.1 Deposits 

Following the modified stock adjustment model out
lined earlier, changes in finance companies' deposits are 
assumed to depend on the level of national income, the 
lagged stock of such deposits, and relative interest rates, 
with an allowance for short-term constraints in the form 
of the government's domestic borrowing requirement. 
This specification yields equation A.l , in which the 
lagged stock and the national income proxy (aggregate 
expenditure) have rather low statistical significance. 

This problem appears to be related to a possibly un
satisfactory choice of competing interest rate — the 
medium-term yield on government securities — although 
other alternative rates failed to give improved results.' 7 5 

Whether finance companies' deposits can legitimately be 
regarded as directly competitive with government securi
ties is obviously questionable in the New Zealand con
text where finance houses have experienced extremely 
rapid rates of growth while non-captive holdings of 

O) The other interest rates tested were the short and long-term 
yields on government securities, the non-carded short-term 
rate on trading bank fixed deposits, and the average 
interest rate on new mortgage registrations. 

government securities have exhibited a long-term down
ward trend. More recently, the trading banks and the 
finance companies have effectively competed for deposits, 
but this was unfortunately not the case in the earlier 
years of the estimation period when trading bank fixed 
deposit rates were controlled at low levels. Accordingly, 
it is not surprising to find some improvement in the 
equation when the (perhaps inappropriate) competing 
rate is excluded, as in estimate A.2. Unfortunately, there 
are no really suitable interest rate series available for 
competing assets over the full period. 

It is interesting to note that if the official domestic 
borrowing requirement constraint is replaced by the 
flow of taxation from companies and "other" persons 
(non-salary and wage earners), the equation is little 
altered. This is illustrated by equation A.3. The sign on 
GDB is expected to be positive while that on the tax 
variable should be negative, as is the case in the respec
tive equations. 

The choice of a preferred estimate is complicated by 
the statistical trade-off between a poorer fit and two 
low T-values in A.1, but superior ex post forecasts as 
compared with A.2. All the variables in the latter are 
significant at the 5 percent confidence level (the usual 
standard applied in this paper). However, equation A. 1 
would be preferred on conceptual grounds if it is 
accepted that the competing interest rate is appropriately 
chosen. 

EQUATIONS FOR FINANCE COMPANIES' DEPOSITS 

EQUATION A . l 

A DF = 0.0258 YI — 0.1377 D F _ X 4- 0.0193 GDB + 8.9307 (JFC — JGM) + 2.8526 S 3 — 32.8115 
(1.61) (1.42) (3.06) (2.51) (2.03) 

R 2 0.696, S.E.E. 2.955, C.V. 4.259%, D.W. 1.54 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970 (4 ) , 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 1.9%. 

EQUATION A.2 

A DF = 0.0289 YI — 0.2916 D F _ a 4- 0.0142 GDB - f 20.6215 JFC + 2.6721 S 3 — 154.5474 
(2.12) (3.29) (2.51) (3.38) , (2.08) 

R 2 0.749, S.E.E. 2.686, C.V. 3.871%, D.W. 1.42 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 3.5%. 

EQUATION A.3 

A D F = 0.0308 YI - 0.2932 D F _ a - 0.0128 (TYCG + TYOG) + 20.3249 JFC 4- 2.2317 S 3 - 152.6200 
(2.27) (3.25) (2.39) (3.28) (1.69) 

R 2 0.743, S.E.E. 2.718, C.V. 3.917%, D.W. 1.42 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 3.6%. 



T A B L E 3 

FINANCE COMPANIES 

Deposits with Holdings of Effective Statutory 
Finance Government Government Government 

Companies Securities Security Security 
$m. $m. Ratio Ratio 

1 9 6 9 ( 3 ) 6 7 . 1 1 . 7 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 5 
1 9 6 9 ( 4 ) 7 2 . 5 3 . 9 . 0 4 4 . 0 5 0 
1 9 7 0 ( 1 ) 7 6 . 2 5 . 9 . 0 6 4 . 0 7 5 
1 9 7 0 ( 2 ) 8 6 . 2 9 . 0 . 0 8 4 . 1 0 0 
1 9 7 0 ( 3 ) 9 9 . 5 1 3 . 0 . 1 1 1 . 1 0 0 
1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 1 1 0 . 0 1 5 . 5 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 5 
1 9 7 1 ( 1 ) 1 1 2 . 0 1 8 . 0 . 1 3 6 . 1 2 5 
1 9 7 1 ( 2 ) 1 2 4 . 2 1 9 . 5 . 1 3 3 . 1 5 0 
1 9 7 1 ( 3 ) 1 3 7 . 9 2 1 . 0 . 1 3 0 . 1 5 0 
1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 1 5 3 . 5 2 3 . 9 . 1 3 1 . 1 5 0 
1 9 7 2 ( 1 ) 1 8 7 . 1 2 4 . 0 . 1 2 8 . 1 5 0 
1 9 7 2 ( 2 ) 1 9 3 . 6 1 9 . 0 . 0 9 8 . 1 5 0 
1 9 7 2 ( 3 ) 2 0 2 . 4 1 8 . 3 . 0 9 0 . 1 0 0 

1 9 7 2 ( 4 ) 2 3 2 . 8 1 8 . 9 . 0 8 1 .100 

5.1.2 Government securities 

Finance companies first agreed to take up govern
ment securities under a voluntary arrangement between 
the Finance Houses Association, the Hire-Purchase 
Association and the government in 1 9 6 5 . Details of this 
agreement and subsequent variations in it, including the 
introduction and abolition of Capital Issues Control 
(applied between 1 9 6 7 and 1 9 6 9 ) are set out elsewhere 
in this Research Paper [ 4 ] . It was not until 1 9 6 9 that 
a formal ratio requirement was introduced for finance 
companies and it was only at this stage that these insti
tutions took up significant amounts of securities. Con
sequently, the time period is too short to establish an 
econometric relationship between deposits, ratio require
ments and security holdings. Such a relationship would 
need to be an estimated one because of time lags in 
adjusting to altered ratios, and certain exemptions pro
vided for under the formula used to determine indi
vidual companies' minimum holdings of securities. Be
cause of the short period, finance companies' investment 
in government securities are determined in the model 
by an identity, in which an effective minimum security 
ratio is treated as the exogenous element. Experience 
has shown that this can be forecast with reasonable 
accuracy, at least in the short run and given certain 
assumptions about official policy. The effective ratio is 
merely actual security holdings divided by deposits held 
by the finance companies, with the result being expressed 
as a fraction. Table 3 compares movements in the effec
tive and statutory ratios since 1 9 6 9 . The identity em
ployed in the model is as follows: 

EQUATION B . l 

GSFF = (DF * NFGE) 

5.2 Official money market dealers 

5 . 2 . 1 Deposits 

In New Zealand, the official money market dealers are 
engaged mainly in the business of accepting short-term 
deposits from other financial institutions, such as the 
savings banks, and non-financial business firms. The 

flow of idle funds from these groups is highly seasonal, 
being related to the state of liquidity generally in the 
economy and specific factors such as the tax flow to 
government. Accordingly it is not surprising to report 
that the national income proxy failed to attract an 
acceptable degree of statistical significance in the equa
tions explaining the change in money market deposits. 
Similarly, interest rate variables performed poorly, an 
outcome no doubt related to the fact that money market 
dealers are obliged to invest the vast bulk of their assets 
in central and local government securities. The returns 
on both of these are controlled at below market rates, 
making it difficult for the dealers to compete in any 
active manner with other intermediaries. Accordingly, 
the official money market represents a convenient and 
secure outlet for very short-term funds (most are 
deposited at call), without being a vigorous competitor 
beyond this area. Institutional factors thus offer the 
major explanation for fluctuations in funds held 
with the dealers, as shown by equation C.l. Here 
the explanatory variables are the general liquidity 
indicator, GDB, the lagged stock of deposits, and 
seasonal dummy variables. In the absence of an 
appropriate interest rate series for the market over 
the full estimation period/ 8 ) the short-term yield on 
government securities was tested as a proxy for 
the "own" rate (since most deposits are invested in 
official securities) and various competing rates were 
tried, such as the short-term trading bank fixed deposit 
rate and the rate specially constructed for finance com
panies' deposits. The approach was not rewarding, with 
the interest rate variables generally lacking statistical 
significance. Equations C . 2 and C.3 illustrate the point 
for the most satisfactory results. If the flow of income 
taxation from non-salary and wage sources'9) is substi
tuted for the official domestic borrowing requirement, 
the overall fit of the equation is improved marginally 
although the lagged stock variable becomes insignificant 
(see equations C . 4 and C.5) . Overall, the preferred 
result is estimate C.l which also yields the best ex post 
forecasts. 

(8) A weighted average interest rate on deposits held in the 
official money market has only been available for the last 
few years. 

W That is, from "other" persons and companies. 



EQUATIONS FOR MONEY MARKET DEPOSITS 

EQUATION C.1 

A D M = — 0.1667 D M . , 4 - 0.0673 GDB 4 - 5.2762 S 2 4 - 5.7820 S 3 4 - 5.219 
(2.26) (6.39) (1.81) (2.33) 

R 2 0.734, S.E.E. 5.593, C.V. 10.493%, D.W. 1.89 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 14.6%. 

EQUATION C.2 

A D M = - 0.1401 D M _ i 4 - 0.0664 GDB 4 - 5.5542 JGS - 0.3712 JFC 4 - 5.4376 S 2 4 - 5.9499 S 3 - 20.0473 
(1.72) (6.33) (1.52) (0.91) (1.86) (2.41) 

R 2 0.737, S.E.E. 5.557, C.V. 10.425%, D.W. 2.35 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 15.7%. 

EQUATION C.3 

A D M = — 0.0995 D M _ ! 4 - 0.0690 GDB 4 - 7.6901 JGS — 2.1469 JTFN 4 - 5.3511 S 2 4 - 6.2368 S 3 — 26.9008 
(1.12) (6.66) (1.87) (1.40) (1.88) (2.57) 

R 2 0.749, S.E.E. 5.438, C.V. 10.202%, D.W. 2.51 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 16.1%. 

EQUATION C.4 

A D M = — 0.0468 D M . , — 0.1507 (TYCG + TYOG) 4 - 25.1724 S, 4 - 7.7232 S 2 4 - 9.1988 S 3 4 - 6.9595 
(0.57) (3.18) (1.90) (2.54) (2.38) 

R 2 0.743, S.E.E. 5.501, C.V. 10.320%, D.W. 1.73 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 15.4%. 

EQUATION C.5 

A D M = — 0.1633 (TYCG 4 - TYOG) 4 - 28.6264 S a 4 - 8.4494, S 2 4 - 10.0553 S 3 4 - 4.4262 
(3.94) (2.46) (3.10) (2.86) 

R 2 0.749, S.E.E. 5.432, C.V. 10.191%, D.W. 1.76 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 16.7%. 

5 .2 .2 Government securities 

The official short-term money market dealers are 
heavily constrained by government policy with respect 
to the structure of their asset portfolios. Assets can be 
held in the form of fixed assets, bank deposits, deposits 
with other dealers, local authority securities to a pre
scribed maximum, trading bank negotiable certificates 

of deposit to a prescribed maximum, and the rest in 
central government securities. The prescribed maximums 
just mentioned are expressed as a percentage of total 
deposit limits (not actual deposits). Changes in these 
requirements over time are set out in [4]. Furthermore, 
dealers frequently operate with a cash book deficit and 
occasionally borrow from the Reserve Bank in its lender 
of last resort capacity. Given the fact that the relation-



ship between actual deposits and deposit limits (which 
are a multiple of shareholders' funds) can vary over 
time, it becomes clear that there are serious institutional 
problems involved in establishing an equation which can 
satisfactorily account for dealers' holdings of govern
ment securities. Technically, these could be determined 
as a balance sheet residual, a procedure which has the 
disadvantage in a forecasting situation of requiring esti
mates for quite a number of minor exogenous items 
some of which would not be easy to predict (e.g. the 
cash book deficit). 

In view of these complications, a compromise solution 
was decided on for the Bank's model, whereby the 
change in dealers' holdings of securities is related to the 
lagged stock of securities (to allow for adjustment lags), 
the product of actual deposits and an "implied" statu
tory security rat io , ( 1 0 ) and a differential interest rate 
variable. The latter is the difference between the yield 
on short-term securities (effectively the own rate in this 
context) and the non-carded interest rate on trading 
bank short-term fixed deposits. This is designed to 

( 1 0 ) Calculated as 100 percent less the maximum ratio allow
ances for local authority securities plus trading bank nego
tiable certificates of deposit. 

account for portfolio diversification to the extent this 
can occur within the asset framework imposed on the 
dealers. It should be recalled that dealers do have the 
right to invest in bank fixed deposits, and hence the 
choice of the interest rate on these as the alternative 
rate. Equation D. l is the result of this approach . 

Although this is the preferred formulation, providing 
also the most satisfactory ex post forecasts of those re
lationships tested for this paper, it is worth observing 
that use of the interest rate variables separately provides 
only slightly inferior overall results, except that the 
T-value on JGS is unsatisfactory (equation D.2) . If 
total actual deposits are used instead of the product 
variable employed in estimate D. l , implying the omis
sion of the "implied" security ratio, the overall fit alters 
little but the ex post forecasts deteriorate markedly. This 
is because this equation, D.3, fails to detect adequately 
the effect of a change in the ratio for local authority 
securities which occurred in late 1970. The ex post fore
casts cover the calendar year 1971. It should be noted 
that the institutional matters mentioned earlier account 
for the fact that the coefficient on the product of 
deposits and the security ratio is less than 1.0 in equa
tions D.l and D.2. 

TABLE 4 

MONEY MARKET HOLDINGS OF GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 
Residuals from 

Preferred. 
NMMG DM*NMMG GSFM GSFM- (DM*NMMG) Equation 

1963(1) 0.950 30.8 35.5 4.7 — 2.3 
1963(2) 0.950 37.7 40.7 3.0 0.9 
1963(3) 0.950 44.0 46.9 2.9 1.0 
1963(4) 0.950 46.8 49.0 2.2 — 0.2 
1964(1) 0.950 39.6 46.0 6.4 — 1.4 
1964(2) 0.950 48.8 52.4 3.6 1.7 
1964(3) 0.950 52.4 55.1 2.7 0.3 
1964(4) 0.950 52.2 55.5 3.3 0.5 
1965(1) 0.950 45.9 53.7 7.8 — 0.4 
1965(2) 0.950 46.4 49.2 2.8 — 0.5 
1965(3) 0.950 43.7 44.5 0.8 — 0.7 
1965(4) 0.950 43.5 43.5 0.0 — 0.7 
1966(1) 0.950 29.8 35.1 5.3 — 1.2 
1966(2) 0.950 34.7 36.3 1.6 1.2 
1966(3) 0.950 42.8 42.0 — 0.8 — 0.8 
1966(4) 0.950 46.6 47.1 0.5 0.2 
1967(1) 0.950 31.4 41.4 10.0 2.8 
1967(2) 0.950 39.2 37.8 — 1.4 — 2.4 
1967(3) 0.950 46.1 46.0 — 0.1 0.1 
1967(4) 0.950 56.9 54.3 — 2.6 — 2.5 
1968(1) 0.950 44.7 50.4 5.7 — 1.3 
1968(2) 0.950 60.4 64.1 3.7 3.6 
1968(3) 0.950 71.0 73.7 2.7 2.0 
1968(4) 0.950 77.0 79.7 2.7 1.2 
1969(1) 0.950 59.5 67.9 8.4 — 0.4 
1969(2) 0.950 78.7 81.7 3.0 2.5 
1969(3) 0.950 75.1 69.4 — 5.7 — 7.9 
1969(4) 0.950 75.6 76.9 1.3 1.2 
1970(1) 0.950 46.2 59.3 13.1 4.3 
1970(2) 0.950 58.8 54.4 — 4.4 — 4.9 
1970(3) 0.950 59.1 60.0 0.9 1.1 
1970(4) 0.900 52.4 56.9 4.5 3.1 
1971(1) 0.900 35.3 38.3 3.0 — 4.6 
1971(2) 0.900 41.9 39.8 — 2.1 — 1.8 
1971(3) 0.900 38.9 38.7 — 0.2 — 0.4 
1971(4) 0.900 49.0 45.7 — 3.3 — 2.3 
R.M.S.E. for the period 1963(1) -1971(4) 8.5% 4.5% 



EQUATIONS FOR MONEY MARKET HOLDINGS OF GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 

EQUATION D . l 

A G S F M = 0.900 (DM * NMMG) - 0.8586 GSFM-x + 1-0602 (JGS - JTFN) 4 - 4.5995 Si - 2.0787 
(11.33) (11.12) (1-63) (2.83) 

R 2 0.880, S.E.E. 2.584, C.V. 4.846%, D.W. 2.48 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 6.7%. 

EQUATION D . 2 

A G S F M = 0.8980 (DM * NMMG) - 0.8564 GSFM_i 4 - 1.1942 JGS 
(10.41) (10.01) (0.57) 

R 2 0.875, S.E.E. 2.633, C.V. 4.938%, D.W. 2.48 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 7.0%. 

EQUATION D.3 

A G S F M = 0.8761 D M — 0.8769 G S F M _ j + 1.1709 (JGS - JTFN) 4 - 5.0250 S x — 2.5658 
(11.74) (11.54) (1.85) (3.14) 

R 2 0.887, S.E.E. 2.509, C.V. 4.705%, D.W. 2.58 

Period: 1963(1) - 1970(4), 32 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 10.8%. 

- 1.0798 JTFN 4 - 4.5629 Si - 2.6421 
(1.49) (2.62) 

Table 4 illustrates the superiority of the estimated 
equation over a simple statistical relationship by com
paring the residuals from equation D.l (R.M.S.E. 4.5 
percent over the period considered) with the errors 
derived from a relationship where it is assumed that 
GSFM is approximated by the product (DM * NMMG) 
(R.M.S.E. 8.5 percent). 

5.3 Life Insurance Companies 

5.3.1 Total Assets 

Life insurance companies represent an important 
source of new funds for government. Under the terms 
of a "voluntary" agreement, these institutions are sup
posed to invest a specified minimum proportion of their 
total assets in official securities (see [4]). Thus it is 
necessary to explain changes in life offices' total assets 
before a relationship can be established for their security 
holdings. But such an explanation is ideally dependent 
on data, such as the effective return on life policies, 
which is simply not available. 

Alternative national income and interest rate proxies 
were tested without improved results being obtained. 
Similarly, an index for tax exemptions on life insurance 

contributions was constructed and added to the equa
tions, but it did not enter the regressions at a significant 
level. Two problems here are no doubt the long-term 
contractual nature of life policies, and the possible lags 
involved in any cause and effect relationship. 

A compromise solution is suggested here, under which 
it is assumed for forecasting purposes that life insurance 
companies total assets will expand in line with national 
income, this accounting for changes in both population 
and living standards. Equation E.2 illustrates the signifi
cance of aggregate expenditure (the approximation to 
national income) as an explanatory variable. If, in addi
tion, it is assumed that the yield on long-term govern
ment securities is a suitable proxy for the return on 
life polices, equation E.l can be obtained. This is the 
preferred estimate and it provides the most satisfactory 
ex post forecasts. Normally, the lagged stock would be 
expected to appear in this type of equation, but it is 
dropped in the present instance because it lacked 
statistical significance and gave rise to serious multi
collinearity (see estimate E.3). This is probably because 
a simple autoregressive relationship also provides a 
reasonable statistical explanation of life companies' 
assets, reflecting the steady long-term upward trend 
in the dependent series. All the equations tested had 
disturbingly high Durbin-Watson statistics, a fact prob
ably associated with inadequate specification (itself 
associated with poor quarterly data). 



EQUATIONS FOR LIFE INSURANCE ASSETS 

EQUATION E.I 
A AL = 0.0180 Yl + 9.7073 JGL 4- 1.4658 + 2.2458 S 3 — 47.8668 

(3.76) (2.44) (1.08) (1.69) 

R 2 0.680, S.E.E. 2.632, C.V. 0.255%, D.W. 3.22 

Period: 1965 (1) - 1970 (4 ) , 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 0.2%. 

EQUATION E.2 
A AL = 0.0252 Yl 4- 1.6071 S. 4- 2.5080 S 3 — 3.0457 

(5.95) (1.06) (1.70) 

R x 0.662, S.E.E. 2.704, C.V. 0.262%, D.W. 2.55 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 0.3%. 

EQUATION E.3 
A AL = 0.0185 Yl 4- 9.8688 JGL — 0.0005 A L _ X 4- 1.4896 S x + 2.2584 S 3 — 48.7283 

(0.72) (1.03) (0.02) (0.79) (1.49) 

R 2 0.662, S.E.E. 2.704, C.V. 0.262%, D.W. 3.22 

Period: 1965(1) -1970(4) , 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 0.2%. 

5.3.2 Government Securities 

Adequate quarterly, balance sheet data for the life 
insurance offices have been available from 1965. Since 
that time, these companies have operated under an 
arrangement whereby they agreed in effect to invest 
20 percent of their assets in central government securi
ties, the proportion being increased to 22.5 percent in 
late 1969. Full details are set out in [4]. Table 5 shows 
that the excess of actual security holdings over implied 
required holdings increased slowly but fairly predictably 
between 1965 and 1969. However, since the time when 
the ratio was raised to 22.5 percent, actual holdings 
have consistently been less than the so-called required 
holdings. In fact, a comparison of columns (d) and (h) 
in Table 5 suggests that the companies response to the 
altered ratio was fairly slight. Column (d) shows the 
actual position while column (h) indicates the hypo
thetical position of no change in the ratio. 

The object of the table is to reveal the reason why 
an attempt to explain life companies' securities as the 
product of assets and ratio requirements would not be 
satisfactory. Equation F.l confirms this by recording a 
very low Durbin-Watson statistic and a non-random 
residuals pattern. Although the fit is considerably im
proved if the product variable (AL*NLG) is replaced 
simply by the level of assets, thus eliminating the spur

ious impact of the ratio variable, the poor pattern 
of residuals persists. This is shown by equations F.2 and 
F.3 which adopt this procedure, with and without 
seasonal dummy variables respectively. The constant 
term is retained in these estimates, but is judged con
ceptually inappropriate for inclusion in equation F.l. 
Omission of the constant from F.3 gives equation F.4, 
which has a slightly inferior fit but better ex post fore
casts than F.3. However, the type of approach implied 
by equation F.4 is the same as employing an exogenous 
average effective security ratio for the life offices in the 
form of the following identity: 

EQUATION F.5 
GSFL = (AL*NLGE) 

In practice, superior forecasts could well be obtained 
by predicting the ratio quarter-by-quarter, allowing for 
known recent trends and likely future movements, rather 
than by retaining a longer term average ratio. Accord
ingly, for purposes of overall model forecasts, the pre
ferred approach would probably be to treat NLGE as 
entirely exogenous instead of as a coefficient estimated 
from regression analysis of historical data. Nevertheless, 
for the sake of general interest, the ex post forecasts 
of equation F.4 for 1971 are included in the later sec
tion on equation stability and forecasts. 



EQUATIONS FOR LIFE INSURANCE HOLDINGS OF GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 

EQUATION F . l 

GSFL = 0.9922 (AL*NLG) 4- 10.7120 Sj 4- 11.0610 S 2 4- 11.3110 S 3 

(45.41) (1.55) (1.58) (1.60) 

R 2 0.895, S.E.E. 12.936, C.V. 5.854%, D.W. 0.22 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 8.3%. 

EQUATION F . 2 

GSFL . = 0.2254 AL 4- 1.9860 Sx 4- 1.8170 So + 1.4850 S, — 12.9240 
(62.71) (1.13) (1.04) (0.85) (3.20) 

R 2 0.994, S.E.E. 3.018, C.V. 1.366%, D.W. 0.25 

Period: 1965( 1 ) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 2.7%. 

EQUATION F.3 

GSFL . = 0.2248 AL — 10.9250 
(65.50) (3.04) 

R 2 0.995, S.E.E. 2.920, C.V. 1.321%, D.W. 0.32 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 2.6% 

EQUATION F.4 

GSFL •= 0.2145 AL 
(322.95) 

R 2 0.993, S.E.E. 3.404, C.V. 1.540%, D.W. 0.25 

Period: 1965(1) - 1970(4), 24 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 1.6%. 

The major depositors with stock and station agents 
in New Zealand are sheepfarmers, with only a small 
proportion of deposits being attributable to dairy farm
ers. However, in the absence of quarterly data for either 
sheep farmers or total farm income, a proxy variable 
must be used in this role. Several alternatives are avail
able, including current overseas receipts for exports and 
a quarterly series of farm income derived from inter
polation of the annual statistics. Not surprisingly, the 
latter was less successful than the former in detecting 
the short-term cyclical variations in agency deposits, 
whether included in current or four quarter moving 
average form. Equations G.l and G.2 illustrate the use 

5 . 4 Stock and Station Agents of export receipts in total (CRE) and disaggregated 
form (CRFE), with the disaggregation being designed to 
approximate more closely income to sheep farmers.' 1 1 5 

There is little to choose between these two equations. 
Another approach adopted was the use of the aggregate 
national expenditure variable as a general activity indi
cator and the export price index as the element peculiar 
to the farm sector. This yielded estimate G.3 which 
has a satisfactory fit but provides poorer ex post forecasts 
than equations G.l and G.2. The latter are probably the 
most satisfactory approximations to the actual position. 

( H ) CRFE is export receipts from hides and skins, livestock, 
meat, meat by-products, sausage casings, sheepskins and 
pelts, tallow and wool. 



LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES' GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
ASSUMED 

(f) (g) (h) 

ACTUAL GSFL- UNCHANGED GSFL-
NLG (AL*NLG) GSFL (AL*NLG) NLG' (AL*NLG') GSFL (AL*NLG 

1965(1) 0.200 153.5 159.2 5.7 
1965(2) 0.200 157.4 165.9 8.5 
1965(3) 0.200 161.1 168.9 7.8 
1965(4) 0.200 165.4 172.0 6.6 
1966(1) 0.200 169.4 177.2 7.8 
1966(2) 0.200 172.9 181.7 8.8 
1966(3) 0.200 178.1 187.7 9.6 
1966(4) 0.200 181.9 192.4 10.5 
1967(1) 0.200 187.5 202.3 4.8 
1967(2) 0.200 191.1 203.9 12.8 
1967(3) 0.200 196.3 211.5 15.2 
1967(4) 0.200 200.7 216.3 15.6 
1968(1) 0.200 205.7 225.9 20.2 
1968(2) 0.200 211.2 232.9 21.7 
1968(3) 0.200 216.5 235.5 19.0 
1968(4) 0.200 222.1 242.5 20.4 
1969(1) 0.200 227.1 246.5 19.4 
1969(2) 0.200 233.2 250.9 17.7 
1969(3) 0.200 239.1 256.3 17.2 
1969(4) 0.225 275.4 258.9 —16.5 0.200 244.8 258.9 14.1 
1970(1) 0.225 281.4 268.4 —13.0 0.200 250.1 268.4 18.3 
1970(2) 0.225 288.2 275.8 —12.4 0.200 256.2 275.8 19.6 
1970(3) 0.225 294.3 284.2 —10.1 0.200 262.2 284.2 22.0 
1970(4) 0.225 302.1 286.9 —15.2 0.200 268.5 286.9 18.4 
1971(1) 0.225 309.0 289.4 —19.6 0.200 274.7 289.4 14.7 
1971(2) 0.225 315.7 293.3 —22.4 0.200 280.6 293.3 12.7 
1971(3) 0.225 324.0 309.5 —14.5 0.200 288.0 309.5 21.5 
1971(4) 0.225 330.4 312.8 —17.6 0.200 293.7 312.8 19.1 

An effort to derive separate explanations for current 
account and term deposits was unrewarding, as con
firmed for example by equation G.4 in which the de
pendent variable is the change in stock and station 
agents' total deposits excluding customers' current credit 
balances (DSSF). Unfortunately, the available interest 
rate data for agency firms are quite inadequate for pre
sent purposes, because of being available only either in 
"spread" form at six monthly intervals (the Govern
ment Statistician's collection) or for too short a time 
period (the Reserve Bank's unpublished quarterly data). 

For overall model purposes, the preferred estimate is 

G.l. This suggests that the change in total agency 
deposits are dependent on export receipts (essentially 
the farm income proxy), the lagged stock of such de
posits, and seasonal variables which help account for 
the very strong seasonal movements in deposits. These 
undoubtedly help capture the timing and coverage 
differences between export receipts and farm incomes. 

Stock and station agents hold only small amounts of 
central government securities, mainly because their farm 
business is exempt from the ratio requirements imposed 
on finance companies. Hence no explanation of agency 
security holdings is attempted in this paper. 

EQUATIONS FOR STOCK AND STATION AGENTS' DEPOSITS 

EQUATION G . l 

A DSS = 0.0581 CRE — 0.2298 D S S ^ — 2.8381 S, — 3.2482 S 2 — 11.2427 S 3 4- 4.8934 
(3.95) (3.66) (2.85) (3.02) (11.95) 

R 2 0.855, S.E.E. 2.102, C.V. 4.177%, D.W. 1.93 

Period: 1960(1) - 1970(4), 44 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 6.7%. 



A DSS = 0.0738 CRFE — 0.1572 DSS_ i — 3.7808 Si — 4.3723 S 2 — 11.9160 S 3 + 4.1013 
(3.62) (3.12) (3.22) (3.30) (12.62) 

R 2 0.848, S.E.E. 2.152, C.V. 4.278%, D.W. 1.95 

Period: 1960(1) - 1970(4), 44 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 5.4%. 

EQUATION G.3 

A DSS = 25.6949 PE — 0.4253 DSS_ i + 0.0162 YI 4- 1.4005 S 2 — 8.0233 S 3 — 15.6781 
(3.98) (4.60) (3.68) (1.74) (7.81) 

R 2 0.875, S.E.E. 1.950, C.V. 3.876%, D.W. 2.11 

Period: 1960(1) - 1970(4), 44 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 11.8%. 

EQUATION G.4 

A D S S F = 0.0190 CRE - 0.0734 DSSF_! - 2.6243 S a - 1.1102 S 2 - 0.9180 S 3 - 0.5758 
(1.90) (1.33) (3.72) (1.26) (1.50) 

R 2 0.252, S.E.E. 1.355, C.V. 6.853%, D.W. 2.46 

Period: 1960(1) - 1970(4), 44 observations 

R.M.S.E. for ex post forecasts 1971(1) to 1971(4) 6.2%. 

6 . RESULTS: BANKS 

An earlier Research Paper [5] set out full details of a 
model of the New Zealand monetary sector, which was 
defined as comprising the trading banks and the savings 
banks. Updated equations are provided in [7] for all 
major balance sheet items for these institutions, includ
ing both liabilities and assets. This is the source of most 
of the results summarized here, although the relation
ships for the trading banks have been updated further 
without any need for major changes in specification in 
[14]. For consistency with the rest of the present paper 
however, the equations in this section cover periods 
up to 1970(4). Because detailed descriptions of research 
in these areas are provided elsewhere, the preferred 
results are outlined here only briefly, in order to pro
vide summarized material on the banks to complement 
that presented for the non-banks. For the same reason, 
the discussion of the trading and savings banks' relation
ships is not extended to include computation of ex 
post forecasts or Chow test statistics, nor presentation of 
graphs, points which are adequately covered in [5] and 
[12]. 

6.1 Trading Banks 
6 .1 .1 Deposits 

Equation H.l indicates the nature of the assumptions 
underlying the explanation of changes in trading banks' 
demand deposits. These deposits represent the major 
portion of the money supply (narrowly defined). They 
are positively related to movements in the national 

income proxy, the official borrowing requirement which 
represents the cash injections/withdrawals type con
straint, and the private overseas capital inflow. On the 
other hand, the interest rate variable attracts the ex
pected negative coefficient—as interest rates rise, the 
demand for money declines—and the lagged stock term 
provides the appropriate stock adjustment mechanism. 

Fixed deposits are also satisfactorily explained by the 
stock adjustment model, as shown by equation H.2. 
Apart from aggregate national expenditure and the 
lagged stock, the major explanatory variables, are the 
own interest rate (JTFN) and the completing rate 
(JGS). The short-term constraint, GDB, did not enter 
this equation with a satisfactory degree of statistical 
significance, although when the time period is extended 
to 1971(4) the variable appears to be relevant (see 
equation H.3 drawn from [14], but note the. rather low 
T-values on some of the other variables). 

6.1 .2 Government Securities 

In the initial versions of the Bank's model, the sum 
of trading banks' cash and holdings of government 
securities was treated as a residual in the banks' 
balance sheet for reasons argued in [5]. This 
formulation reflects the view that, subject to certain 
important institutional and policy constraints (includ
ing, of course, officially controlled interest rates), 
market forces play the major role in determining the 
level of trading banks' deposits and advances. During 
most of the past decade, the banks have readily accepted 
all deposits offered at the going interest rates, zero in 



the case of demand deposits, while lending with equal 
willingness as much as the authorities and the economic 
situation would allow. In this context, banks' liquidity 
becomes a genuine residual asset, reflecting the complex 
interactions of all the various demand and supply influ
ences on other assets and liabilities. Equation J.l sum
marizes the residual concept. 

This means simply that the sum of net free cash plus 
government securities (GDRTN) equals total deposits 
less holdings of notes and coin, private sector lending, 
statutory minimum cash balances (the product of de
posits and official ratio requirements), and net other 
assets including overseas assets. 

EQUATION J . l 

GDRTN = D T — (NCT + LPT + LLT 
4- D R T M 4- AOT) 

An alternative method of determining GDRTN is 
mentioned elsewhere in this Research Paper [4], but 
simulation experiments reported in [7] and subsequent 
forecasting exercises conducted within the Reserve Bank 
have suggested that the banks' balance sheet residual 
approach may be the most satisfactory in the meantime. 

EQUATIONS FOR TRADING BANKS' DEPOSITS 

EQUATION H . l 

A D D T = 0.03562 Yl — 0.34487 D D T _ X 4- 0.11658 (GDB —XBP) 4- 0.97710 XBP - 25.18960 JGS 
(2.40) (3.41) (2.43) (2.10) (3.92) 

- 33.11102 Sx — 18.76440 S, — 56.71394 S 3 4- 310.72029 
(2.76) (4.06) (8.66) 

R 2 .926, S.E.E. $9.964m., C.V. 1.72%, D.W. 2.09 

Period: 1960(2) - 1970(4), 43 observations 

EQUATION H . 2 

A DFT •= 0.16437 Yl - 0.82418 D F T _ t 4- 0.03865 (JTFN * Y l ) - 0.01835 (JGS*Y1) - 11.78683 S t 

(2.02) (5.12) (2.78) (2.49) (1.78) 

- 18.11031 S 2 - 3.08417 S s - 101.72269 
(3.48) (10.64) 

R> .825, S.E.E. $8.041m., C.V. 4.99%, D.W. 2.44 

Period: 1965(3) - 1970(4), 22 observations 

EQUATION H.3 

A D R T = 0.18230 Yl — 0.01494 (JGS * Y l ) 4- 0.07880 GDB 4- 0.01914 (JTFN * Y l ) 4- 19.85584 ZFT 
(2.01) (1.87) (3.53) (1.37) (1.85) 

- 17.71930 S 2 4- 3.56849 S 3 — 0.55879 D F T _ i — 102.75989 
(3.11) (0.75) (3.29) 

R 2 .814, S.E.E. $9.09m., C.V. 4.90%, D.W. 2.23 

Period: 1965(3) - 1971(4), 26 observations 

6.2 Savings Banks 

6.2.1 Deposits 

estimates. Secondly, competition betwen savings banks 
and other institutions, and between the banks them
selves, is not reflected simply in interest rate variations 
but rather in other factors such as security and fringe 
benefits (e.g. the availability of housing finance). In 
fact, savings banks' demand deposit interest rates have 
been unaltered at 3 percent for many years, and invest
ment account rates changed only twice during the 
period. This explains the lack of an own rate in the 
demand deposit equation and the unusual treatment of 

The equations developed for savings banks' deposits 
needed to cope with three major complications dis
cussed in [5]. First, substantial institutional change oc
curred over the estimation period including the estab
lishment of new "small savings" institutions. This 
accounts for the institutional dummy variables in the 



the own rate in the fixed deposits relationship. Thirdly, 
the stock of savings deposits is very large (and, it seems, 
much of the stock is held in a relatively passive way) 
relative to the quarterly flows. The latter represent, so 
to speak, the tip of the iceberg. Thus, in neither of the 
equations presented here is the lagged stock a significant 
variable. 

Equations K.l and K.2 show the results for savings 
banks' demand and fixed deposits respectively. In both 
cases, aggregate national expenditure, an institutional 
change dummy, the yield on short-term government 
securities, and constraint variables are relevant. As for 
the latter, the constraints are determined according to 
institutional considerations. For example, demand de
posits of the savings bank appear to be an important 
source of funds from which non-salary and wage earners 

meet their tax bills. TYOG is "other persons" gross tax 
payments. Similarly, a portion, of tax refunds for individ
uals appear to be deposited in investment accounts 
(essentially one and two year fixed deposits, but avail
able on demand at a lower interest rate if required). 

6.2.2 Government Securities 

Savings banks are compelled to invest in government 
securities by means of substantial security ratio require
ments. Full details are given in [4]. Different ratios are 
applied to the three types of banks: Post Office Savings 
Bank, trustee and private (trading banks') savings banks. 
To cope adequately with these different ratios for dif
ferent institutions and different classes of deposits, and 
to allow for policy changes in the ratios over time, a 

EQUATIONS FOR SAVINGS BANKS' DEPOSITS 

EQUATION K . l 

A D D S = 0.02852 YI — 0.04049 D D S _ ! - 0.22160 TYOG — 4.23421 JGS + 12.54794 ZIS2 + 25.49762 Si 
(2.65) (2.63) (2.99) (1.83) (4.73) (3.58) 

— 8.56901 S, + 8.97605 S 3 4- 44.85338 
(4.84) (2.19) 

R 2 .744, S.E.E. $4.06m., C.V. 0.44%, D.W. 1.87. 

Period: 1960(2) - 1970(4), 43 observations 

EQUATION K.2 

A D F S = 0.02090 YI - f 0.90756 (TYOR + TYSR) + 0.03983 GDB — 14.65515 ZIS1 —0.00634 (JGS*Y1) 
(1.61) (2.98) (1.87) (6.09) (2.53) 

4- 0.01326 (ZJSI » YI) 4- 12.41966 Si + 6.11686 S. + 5.20623 S 3 + 10.58902 
(3.44) (2.38) (3.08) (1.98) 

R 2 .768, S.E.E. $4.33m., C.V. 1.42%, D.W. 2.08. 

Period: 1960(2) - 1970(4), 43 observations 

EQUATIONS FOR SAVINGS BANKS' GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 

EQUATION L . 1 

GSSR = (NSG * DS) — DTS 

EQUATION L.2 

GSSE = 0.61998 G S S E . , — 1597.94100 (NSG — N S G - O / N S G - ! — 26.64985 S» — 5.38667 S 2 — 8.72717 S 3 

(5.87) (5.32) (10.84) (2.20) (4.01) 

4 18.83786 

R a .752, S.E.E. $5.08m., C.V. 17.6%, D.W. 2.72 

Period: 1960(2) - 1970(4), 43 observations 

EQUATION L.3 

GSS = GSSR 4- GSSE 



must be some doubts about the other criteria. Securities 
are increasingly held largely by "captive" sources, 
whether they be official or private, and the market in 
securities is generally recognised as being fairly thin. 
The central bank does not engage in open market 
operations in the normal sense. 

The long-term decline in the proportion of total 
government securities held by non-captive sources has 
drawn comment elsewhere [4] in the present Research 
Paper. This section offers an econometric explanation 
of this situation by presenting equations analysing the 
quarterly changes in security holdings by the private 
sector. The latter is defined as the non-bank non-finan
cial institution non-official sector or as in [4], "all 
other holders". The series from which the dependent 
variable is observed is drawn from this reference, 
and it should be recalled that "all other" holdings 
were obtained as a residual item. Hence the data are 
deficient to the extent that timing differences and 
measurement problems in other areas are cumulated 
in the residual item. 

Thus there are two major problems present in any 
effort to obtain a satisfactory econometric relationship: 
first, the basic data are without doubt poorer than one 
would wish and, secondly, the peculiar nature of the 
New Zealand security market also complicates matters. 
This is because of the increasing importance of captive 
sources for government borrowing and the apparently 
passive behavour of many holders in the private sector 
(as defined here). 

Nevertheless, the results obtained from apphcatiori of 
the modified stock adjustment model described earlier 
in the theoretical section yielded some interesting points, 
as set out in the range of equations in Table 6 and as 
summarized below: 

(a) As is to be expected when holdings are falling over 
time, the national income proxy gave unsatisfactory 
results and in fact attracted a negative coefficient 
(see, for example, equation M.l in Table 6 ) . 

TABLE 6 

CHANGE IN "ALL OTHER , 
OF GOVERNMENT' 

( A GSP 

No. Constant Si YI GSP_! JGS JTFN JM 

M.l 93.8705 15.7638 —0.0488 - 0 . 2 0 6 5 

M.2 92.8752 
(3.20) 
14.0689 

(2.30) (2.30) 
—0.3909 13.9536 —19.1128 

M.3 107.5617 
(2.83) 
0.0459* 

(2.34) 
—0.4287 

(2.15) 
13.9215 

(2.43) 
—20.3741 

M.4 53.6179 
(2.48) 
27.4519 

(2.55) 
—0.1387 

(2.10) 
10.9854 

(2.55) 
—12.8533 

M.5 91.8285 
(2.89) 
20.6846 

(1.52) 
- 0 . 3 8 7 2 

(1.62) 
13.4813 —19.1149 

(1.81). 

M.6 103.5494 
(2.22) 
23.9602 

(2.31) 
—0.4116 

(2.06) 
12.9893 

(2.42) 
—17.7586 

M.7 69.4521 
(2.45) 
24.5571 
(2.56) 

(2.44) 
—0.3503 

(3.19) 

(1.99) (2.23) 

*Multiplicative on GSP 
Time Period 1960(2) to 1970(4); 43 observations. 

weighted average government security investment ratio 
was constructed (NSG). Thus actual holdings of govern
ment securities by the savings banks, GSS, are deter
mined by a two-stage procedure whereby, first, required 
minimum holdings, GSSR, are equivalent to the product 
of aggregate deposits and the ratio variable and, 
secondly, the excess of actual over required holdings 
(which may be a deficiency in some periods) is deter
mined by a behavioural relationship. The explanatory 
variables in this equation are assumed to be: 

(a) The ratio of the change in NSG to the previous 
level of NSG (the negative coefficient implying that 
as the security ratio requirements increase the excess 
holdings of securities decline, and vice versa, in the 
short-term); and 

(b) The previous level of excess security holdings, to 
allow for lags in the adjustment process. 

The relevant identity for minimum holdings is given 
in equation L.l. Holdings of securities in excess of this 
required amount are determined by equation L.2, and 
total holdings are thus derived from identity L.3. Equa
tion L.l effectively allows for an exemption with respect 
to savings banks' cash and deposits at trading banks 
(DTS) . 

7 . RESULTS: PRIVATE SECTOR 
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 

In his survey of the Australian market for govern
ment securities, Rose [19] suggested that an effective 
securities market should meet a number of basic condi
tions: the range and form of bonds available should 
satisfy the needs of both holders and government; debt 
holdings should be widely dispersed throughout the 
community; and adequate opportunities should exist 
for actual trading in securities. Although the New Zea
land market probably meets the first criterion, there 



(b) However, the increasing attractiveness of financial 
assets other than official securities is amply con
firmed by the behaviour of the interest rate vari
ables in estimate M.2 and other equations. The 
own rate, the yield on short-term securities, has 
the anticipated positive sign while the competing 
rate has a negative coefficient. This is true of both 
the preferred formulations which include the rate 
on trading banks' fixed deposits (which like official 
securities must be classed as in minimum risk 
category) and equations including alternative com
peting rates, such as that on new mortgages which 
are also an outlet for surplus private sector funds 
(see estimate M.4) . 

(c) Other variables thought to be important in this 
area are the short-term constraint variable—GDB, 
the official borrowing requirement—and a measure 
of price expectations, both of which have the 
expected signs but tend to lack statistical signifi
cance. Equation M.6 shows this to be the case. On 
the basis of conceptual criteria, this estimate would 
be the preferred one. 

(d) The coefficient on the lagged stock implies a fairly 
slow rate of adjustment of desired to actual hold
ings, a fact which probably reflects the passiveness 
mentioned earlier. 

(e) The interest rate differential (JGS - JTFN) per
forms about as well as these variables incorporated 
individually (compare equations M.6 and M.7). 

Despite the statistical significance of the interest rate 
variables and the lagged stock term, the proportionate 
explanation of the dependent variable is fairly low. 
The reasonable covariance percentage reflects the fact 
that this is calculated on a level rather than a first 
difference basis. The equations do not engender confi
dence with respect to their likely forecasting perform
ance. It is clear that the specification adopted here does 
not overcome the problems of explaining a peculiar 

market situation and coping with rather inadequate 
basic data. The prerequisite to establish a more satis
factory statistical relationship is unquestionably the 
availability of much improved (official) data. But New 
Zealand is not alone in having to face this problem, as 
is illustrated by the problems encountered by Deane and 
Parker in explaining changes in private sector security 
holdings in Australia [8]. 

8 . FORECASTS AND STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

This section discusses the ex post forecasting perform
ance and structural stability of the preferred equations 
for the classes of financial assets included in the pre
ceding results section. Trading and savings banks are 
not included here as comparable information for these 
institutions is available elsewhere (as, for example, in 
[5] and [12]. To a large extent, Tables 7 to 9 are self-
explanatory, and hence the following comments are 
fairly brief. 

8 .1 Ex Post Forecasts 

Although the root mean square errors (R.M.S.E.) of 
the ex post forecasts over the period 1971(1) to 1971(4) 
are set out beneath each equation in the results sections, 
it was felt that full details on a quarter-by-quarter basis 
for the preferred equations could be usefully presented. 
This is the task of Table 7, which provides actual data, 
estimates and residuals (actual minus estimates) for 
changes in the various financial asset holdings.1"12) The 
R.M.S.E. figures are calculated in percentage form on 

< 1 2) Except life insurance companies' holdings of government 
securities, which are provided in level rather than change 
form. 

HOLDERS" HOLDINGS 
SECURITIES 
DEPENDENT) 

GDB (JGS-JTFN) 
P C E - P C i 

( ) 
PC_x R 2 S.E.E. C.V.% D.W. 

Ex post 
Forecasts 

% R.M.S.E. 

0.305 13.157 4.882 2.17 14.3 

0.356 12.670 4.701 2.15 9.9 

0.329 12.933 4.798 2.14 9.0 

0.0465 0.309 13.122 4.869 2.40 10.0 
(1.12) 
0.0333 0.351 12.720 4.719 2.23 8.9 

(0.84) 
0.0509 — 968.145 0.354 12.689 4.708 2.21 7.6 

(1.19) (1.09) 
0.0505 14.8660 —1002.529 0.367 12.556 4.659 2.27 7.9 

(1.19) (2.87) (1.14) 



FORECASTS FROM PREFERRED EQUATIONS 

Equation 
Number 1971(1) 1971(2) 1971(3) 1971(4) fo R.M.S.E. 

Change in Finance 
Companies' Deposits 
(A DF) 

A.l 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

2.9 
4.6 

— 1.7 

13.7 
15.1 

—1.4 

15.8 
16.1 

—0.3 

21.2 
15.6 
5.6 

1.9 

Change in Money Market 
Deposits 
(A DM) 

C.l 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

— 19.0 
—19.6 

0.6 

7.3 
13.3 

- 6 . 0 

—3.3 
8.6 

— 11.9 

11.2 
13.4 

- 2 . 2 
14.6 

Change in Money Market Holdings 
of Government Securities 
(A GSFM) 

D. l 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

—18.6 
— 14.0 
—4.6 

1.5 
3.3 

— 1.8 

— 1.1 
- 0 . 7 
—0.4 

7.0 
9.3 

—2.3 
6.7 

Change in Life Insurance 
Companies' Assets 
(A AL) 

E.I 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

31.0 
31.6 

- 0 . 6 

29.8 
32.2 

—2.4 

37.0 
35.0 

2.0 

28.4 
34.0 

—5.6 
0.2 

Life Insurance Companies' 
Holdings of Government Securities 
(GSFL) 

F.4 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

289.4 
294.5 
—5.1 

293.3 
300.9 
- 7 . 6 

309.5 
308.8 

0.7 

312.8 
314.9 
- 2 . 1 

1.6 

Change in Stock and Station 
Agents' Deposits 
(A DSS) 

G.l 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

1.9 
2.4 

—0.5 

0.5 
6.2 

- 5 . 7 

- 9 . 3 
—3.5 
—5.8 

3.0 
7.4 

—4.4 
6.7 

Change in "AH Other Holders" 
Holdings of Government Securities 
(A GSP) 

M.6 
Actual 
Estimate 
Residual 

- 1 5 . 7 
0.3 

— 16.0 

—4.5 
1.0 

—5.5 

17.1 
—0.6 

17.7 

14.8 
1.0 

13.8 
7.6 

the basis of level rather than first different data. This 
facilitates comparisons with other equations developed 
for the Bank's quarterly econometric model. In most 
cases the forecasts are not unreasonable. The most un
satisfactory results are undoubtedly those for changes 
in "all other holders" holdings of government securities, 
an area where the data deficiencies are probably most 
acute. For the other equations, the direction of changes 
are accurately detected (with only one exception^ 1 3)), 
and in most instances the magnitudes of the forecast 
changes are not unreasonable. 

8 . 2 Comparison with Naive Predictors 

A number of naive prediction models were selected 
in order to generate forecasts which could be compared 
with those produced ex post by the preferred equations 
developed in this paper. The naive models used are 
basically of three types, involving the following assump
tions: 

(a) The quarterly change (or level) is expected to be 
the same as in the previous quarter, 
Y* •= Y _ j 

or the same as in the corresponding quarter of the 
previous year, where a seasonal pattern is involved: 
Y* = Y _ 4 

where Y* is the estimated value of the dependent 
variable and Y is the actual value of the dependent 
variable. 

03) See 1971(3) for the change in money market deposits. 

(b) The percentage change in a quarter is expected 
to be the same as the percentage change in the 
preceding quarter, so that: 

Y* — Y_x Y _ ! — Y _ 2 

Y _ x Y _ 2 

which means that: 

Y 2 _ , 
Y* •= 

Y _ 2 

or where a seasonal pattern is involved: 

Y 2 _ 4 

Y* = 
Y _ 8 

(c) In the case of government security holdings, these 
can be assumed to be equivalent to the product 
of deposits (or assets) and the minimum govern
ment security requirement. 

The use of naive models incorporating historical 
trends in more detail than those suggested above is 
inhibited by the nature of movements in the series being 
considered. A comparison of the forecasts generated 
by the naive models with the ex post forecasts of the 
econometric equations is set out in Table 8. 

Overall, the predictions of the preferred equations 
compare favourably with those of the naive models, with 
the former recording lower percentage root mean square 
errors for the four quarters of 1971 in all cases except 
for stock and station agents' deposits (where the differ-



T A B L E 8 

COMPARISON OF NAIVE AND 
ECONOMETRIC PREDICTORS 

(for the four quarters of 1971) 

% R.M.S.E. of Forecasts 
Naive 
Model 

5.0 
3.3 

22.3 

Change in Finance Companies' 
Deposits 

A DF* — A D F _ ! 
A DF* = A D F _ 4 

Change in Money Market 
Deposits 

A D M * = A D M . , 
Change in Money Market Holdings 
of Government Securities 

A GSFM* = A D M * NMMG 7.0 
A GSFM* = A G S F M _ 4 16.9 

Change in Life Insurance 
Companies' Assets 

A AL* = A AL_i 
A A L 2 _ ! 

A AL* = 

Preferred 
Equation 

1.9 
1.9 

14.6 

6.7 
6.7 

0.4 

0.7 
A A L _ 2 

Life Insurance Companies' Holdings 
of Government Securities 

GSFL* s = G S F L _ t 2.8 
GSFL* . = G S F L _ 4 3.1 
GSFL* = AL * NLG 6.2 

Change in Stock and Station 
Agents' Deposits 

A DSS* = A D S S _ 4 5.0 
A D S S 2 _ 4 

A DSS* = 9.9 
A D S S _ 8 

Change in "All Other Holders" 
Holdings of Government Securities 

A GSP = A G S P _ j 8.9 
A GSP •= A G S P _ 4 14.8 

0.2 

0.2 

1.6 
1.6 
1.6 

6.7 

6.7 

7.6 
7.6 

ence is only slight). Although comparisons of this type 
are of interest in a general sense, their limitations are 
explicidy acknowledged. 

8.3 Structural Stability 

Table 9 provides a convenient summary of test stat
istics for the preferred equations estimated over both 
their standard periods as used in the results sections and 
for a longer period incorporating the four quarters of 
1971. In most instances, the statistical measures such as 

R 2 , S.E.E., C.V.%, etc. do not alter significandy as a 
result of including the additional quarters. 

A more specific test of structural stability is that pro
posed by Chow [1], and defined earlier in the paper in 
the notation section 4.2. Details of this test are set out 
in Table 9, from which it will be seen that reasonable 
stability is implied by the C statistic in all cases except 
stock and station agents' deposits. When updated to 
include 1971, the coefficients in the equation for these 
deposits did show some variation: the coefficient on the 
lagged stock changed from —0.2298 to —0.1631 while 

that on current receipts from exports dropped from 
0.0581 to 0.0324. Nevertheless, the overall fit and 
general characteristics of the equation remained satis
factory. 

9. CONCLUSION 

Several major conclusions emerge from this study, 
some of which have interesting implications for policy
makers and, in particular, the monetary authorities. 

(a) In most cases, the equations and other relationships 
derived in this paper appear to offer reasonably satis
factory explanations of quarterly changes in hold
ings of deposits and government securities in New 
Zealand. For the private sector, the major determin
ants of financial asset behaviour appear to be the 
level of current national income, the rate of return 
on the asset in question and the return on alterna
tive competing assets, and a short-term constraint in 
the form of the official borrowing requirement, with 
due allowance for adjustment lags. Holdings of 
government securities by the "captive" financial 
institutions in turn also depend indirectly on these 
factors, since most institutions face official security 
ratios which are usually linked to their deposit 
balances or a similar variable. The levels of these 
ratio requirements are much more important than 
interest rates in determining institutional behaviour 
in the securities market. 

(b) This apparent rejection of the positive use of 
market instruments—specifically, the active manipu
lation of security interest rates—to finance govern
ment's operations and influence private sector 
activity may seem odd to an outside observer. It 
implies also the rejection of conventional central 
bank open market operations and thus a less effic
ient monetary policy than need be the case. In view 
of the evidence presented in this paper and else-
w h e r e ( 1 4 \ it is difficult to understand the rationale 
for this type of approach by the authorities. For 
one of the major conclusions to emerge from the 
preceding econometric analysis is that, despite at 
times considerable official interference in financial 
markets, holders of financial assets are undoubtedly 
highly responsive to changes in relative interest 
rates. It would seem that government policy should 
recognise this fact more explicitly if such policy is 
to become more effective and efficient in the future. 

(c) Although the modified stock adjustment model 
appears to perform quite well in most instances, 
the research generally points to the need for further 
work and, in particular, for more and better basic 
data. Because official statistics for some important 
series (especially quarterly national income and 
some interest rates) are not available, and other 

(14) See, for example, references [5] and [2], and also the 
Monetary and Economic Council's recent report entitled 
Monetary Policy and The Financial System, Report No. 
24, December, 1972, all of which discuss in more detail 
the economic justification for a more positive official inter
est rate policy in New Zealand. 



series are deficient in some respects, it has been 
necessary in the paper to resort to proxy variables 
or, where this has not been possible, to work with 
inadequate equation specifications. These facts have 
unfortunately prevented the financial asset equa
tions from being estimated in a theoretically accept
able constrained fashion. The payoff from the 
availability of improved data in terms of better 
econometric results could be substantial, and gov
ernment should be aware of this. 

(d) When the equations developed in this paper are 
fed into a wider macroeconometric framework, they 
imply some interesting inter-relationships between 

sectors. For example, it has been shown elsewhere 
[7] that the level of the money supply is an im
portant determinant of both consumption and in
vestment expenditures. Trading banks' demand 
deposits are the major component of the money 
supply. These deposits are inversely related to 
interest rates and hence increases in the latter have 
the anticipated dampening effect on expenditures. 
Similarly, a government accounts internal surplus 
or a balance of payments deficit, through their 
impact on the official borrowing requirement vari
able, will lower the demand for financial assets 
generally, including government securities. This in 
turn, via the money supply, will also dampen priv-

TABLE 9 

SUMMARISED TEST STATISTICS 

Statistical 
Dependent Equation 

Variable Number Time Period R 2 S.E.E. G.V.% M.C. 

A DF A.1 1965(1) - 1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 0.696 2.955 4.259 63.364 
1965(1) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.802 2.892 3.537 106.777 

A D M C.l 1963(1) - 1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 0.734 5.593 10.493 14.753 
1963(1) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.731 5.680 10.825 16.108 

A GSFM D.l 1963(1) - 1970(4) 0.880 2.584 4.846 58.883 
1963(1) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.892 2.561 4.933 62.416 

A AL E.l 1965(1) - 1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 0.680 2.632 0.255 13.917 
1965(1) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.730 2.648 0.244 13.850 

GSFL F.4 1965(1) - 1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 0.993 3.404 1.540 n.a. 
1965(1) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.994 3.570 1.536 n.a. 

A DSS G.l 1960(1) - 1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 0.885 2.102 4.177 95.166 
1960(1) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.830 2.264 4.370 104.753 

A GSP M.6 1960(2) - 1 9 7 0 ( 4 ) 0.354 12.689 4.708 210.497 
1960(2) - 1 9 7 1 ( 4 ) 0.347 12.690 4.839 240.192 

— not applicable 
n.a. not available 
<•> As there is only one parameter in this equation the Chow Test must be restricted to an equation estimated over 

the time period 1965(1) - 1971(1), i.e. one additional quarter. In this instance the Chow Test was not carried 
out but for the record, the coefficient on life insurance assets appears to be reasonably stable moving from 0.2145 



ate sector expenditures. The government surplus 
not only reduces the need for domestic borrowing 
by government, but also reduces the desire of the 
private sector to acquire claims on government. 
Conversely, the impact of an expansionary fiscal 
policy, as reflected say in a higher than otherwise 
deficit before borrowing, will in part be offset in 
the model (and in the real economy) by an in
creased return flow of funds through both the 
normal channels (higher incomes leading to higher 
taxation) and additional "automatic" government 
borrowing, given unaltered ratio requirements. This 
is because the expansionary policy initially increases 
incomes and thus the desire to hold financial assets, 
which automatically compells financial institutions 

to purchase more government securities to meet 
their minimum requirements. As far as the balance 
of payments is concerned a current account deficit 
would be at least partially self-correcting through 
the mechanism of such a deficit lowering the 
demand for liquid assets, and hence real spending 
including expenditure on imports. In addition, there 
is of course the usual self-adjustment in the model 
through the gross national expenditure identity. 
Overall then, the linkages between the financial 
and other sectors—private, government and over
seas—are both detailed and complex. Simulation 
experiments planned for the future will hopefully 
include close examination of these inter-relation
ships and their implied multipliers. 

FOR PREFERRED EQUATIONS 

Tests Results Chow Test 

D.W. S.R. D. 
Forecasts 

% R.M.S.E. n m P A B C 

1.54 4.108 1.28 1.9 24 4 183.953 157.227 0.765 
1.56 6.254 1.14 
1.89 2.333 0.35 14.6 32 4 5 203.262 180.346 0.858 
1.87 3.239 0.44 
2.48 1.292 —1.50 6.7 32 4 5 1000.203 844.491 1.245 
2.54 1.129 — 1.81 
3.22 0.202 — 0.2 24 4 5 161.341 131.590 1.074 
3.08 1.511 — 
0.25 n.a. — 1.6 See footnote (i) 
0.34 n.a. — 
1.93 0.004 0.35 6.7 44 4 6 215.311 167.838 2.687( 2) 
1.74 0.091 0.99 
2.21 0.199 ( 3 ) 7.6 43 4 6 6442.156 5796.569 1.002 
2.15 0.034 ( 3 ) 

to 0.2139 when four additional quarters were added to the standard estimation period. Because the coefficient 
on life insurance assets represents the effective government security ratio, conceptually the Chow Test is 
probably irrelevant. 

( 2 ) The null hypothesis is rejected at the 5 percent significance level in this case. 
( 3 ) In this case the Durbin test was undeterminate as k 2 < 0 (see [9]). 
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QUARTERLY GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS: PART II 
FINANCING TRANSACTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF 

PUBLIC DEBT HOLDINGS 
R. S. DEANE 

D . GRINDELL 

A. C. FENWICK 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The statistical material contained in this paper repre
sents a further stage in a project to develop and analyse 
quarterly data covering the central government sector 
in New Zealand. The paper is designed to complement 
two previous studies on the same general topic, one of 
which provided a quarterly series of the government's 
accounts up to the balance before borrowing stage ( 2 ) 

while the other set out the results of an econometric 
examination of quarterly taxation relationships for New 
Zealand. ( 3 ) The former paper, entitled Quarterly Gov
ernment Accounts, Part I, provided a fairly detailed 
breakdown of both total government expenditure and 
total current revenue, including an analysis of the 
various income tax and indirect tax items. Changes in 
imprest balances and suspense balances were also given, 
thereby ensuring that sufficient information was incor
porated to arrive at the amount to be financed from 
borrowing. Part II of this analysis, which follows on 
directly from Part I, covers all the government's bor
rowing and investment transactions, both domestic and 
foreign, on a quarterly basis. A reconciliation is thus 
possible between these data and the overall deficit or 
surplus in the Public Account. 

The statistics cover the quarters 1960(1) to 1972(1) 
inclusive. The time period was chosen to fit in with 
other data being used in an econometric model project, 
but in addition severe limitations were imposed simply 
by data availability. Although the figures were drawn 
almost entirely from official sources, both published and 
unpublished, it should be emphasised that some estima
tion and manipulation of the data was necessary, full 
details of which are set out in the following discussion. 
Naturally, the tables appended to the paper should not 
be regarded as a source of official data. 

The next section of the paper covers in a general 
manner the method employed to arrive at a full ex
planation of government's financing transactions, includ
ing borrowing and investment items, on a quarterly 
basis. The discussion then proceeds to an outline of the 
nature of the individual tables (including explanatory 

O) Part I of this analysis was published as Grindell, D., and 
Deane, R. S., Quarterly Government Accounts: Part 1, 
Current Receipts and Expenditures, in Deane, R. S., 
Grindell, D., and Lumsden, M. A., New Data for Economic 
Research, Research Paper No. 3, Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand, Wellington, February 1972. 

( 2 ) Ibid. 
(3) Deane, R. S., and Grindell, D., Quarterly Taxation Rela

tionships for New Zealand, Research Paper No. 7, Reserve 
Bank of New Zealand, Wellington, October 1972. 

notes), the sources of the data, changes in government 
security investment ratios over the decade, a brief de
scription of the way in which the structure of the 
Public Debt holdings altered during the period, and 
some comments on the relationship of these changes to 
variations in the official ratio requirements as applied 
to financial institutions. An econometric analysis of 
these relationships is the subject of a separate study 
in this Research Paper. Finally, the paper offers some 
observations on the potential usefulness of the statistics 
within the framework of a macro-econometric model 
and, in particular, there is some discussion of the 
government domestic borrowing concept which is cur
rently used in the model. It will be seen that the con
struction of such a variable was largely dependent on 
the availability of data such as that contained in this 
paper. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Government's financing transactions 

Given the government's balance before borrowing and 
investment transactions (i.e. the difference between all 
current revenues and expenditures, sometimes termed 
the "above-the-line" items) as derived from Part I of 
the quarterly analysis of the government's accounts, the 
appendix Table 1 sets out the way in which this balance 
is financed. In Table II of the annual Budgets, finan
cing transactions are set out mainly in terms of net 
flows, i.e. net domestic and foreign borrowing and net 
domestic and foreign investment transactions. However, 
from the monetary economist's point of view it is clearly 
preferable to adopt a financial balance sheet approach 
under which transactions are classified as either changes 
in assets or changes in liabilities. In each instance a net 
change can then be identified as either an increase or a 
decrease, as the case may be. Apart from substantial 
conceptual advantages, not the least of which seems to 
be clarity of presentation, diis approach offers consist
ency of treatment vis-a-vis other sectors of economic 
activity (e.g. private non-financial, financial, overseas) ( 4> 

( 4 ) For an illustration of some efforts to move towards a 
wealth concept for the private (including financial) sector, 
see Deane, R. S. and Grindell, D., Some Preliminary 
Wealth Estimates for New Zealand, in New Data for 
Economic Research op. c it , in which quarterly estimates 
are derived for a range of real assets held by the private 
sector. The sum of these estimates, if added to other items 
not included in the paper (such as inventories) but for 
which data are available, plus aggregate private claims on 
government, less an estimate of non-residents' share of 
these assets, should provide an approximation to total 
private sector wealth. Work on such a series is under way 
now that quarterly statistics are available for private claims 
on government. 



and ensures that changes in government assets and 
liabilities are not netted out against each other in such 
a manner as to complicate unnecessarily the interpreta
tion of the Public Accounts. Furthermore, such an 
approach facilitates the disaggregation of changes in 
assets and liabilities into various relevant categories, such 
as central bank, other official, financial, other private, 
and so on. 

Thus Table 1 distinguishes quite clearly the nature 
of different types of financing transactions in a way 
which eliminates the possible confusions resulting from 
official "window-dressing" operations. For example, all 
transactions between government and the Reserve Bank 
become quite explicit regardless of whether they be 
dealings in securities or Treasury Revenue Bills, or 
simply transactions affecting the government's current 
balance at the Bank. In contrast, under the Budget pre
sentation some Reserve Bank security deals are merged 
with aggregate domestic private sector borrowing, despite 
the different financing implications. The Table 1 format 
also has the advantage of breaking down the latter 
borrowing into groups over which the government can 
exert non-price (i.e. non-interest rate) influences: the 
wholly captive government departmental holdings, the 
partially captive private sector financial institutions, and 
the non-captive general public. This classification reveals 
the extent to which government obtains its borrowed 
funds through a process of coercion or compulsion as 
compared with the use of interest rate inducements. 
This matter will be raised again later in the paper. 

However, although the Table 1 format used here 
differs from that of Table II in the Budget, there are 
a number of categories which are basically similar. The 
balance before borrowing is an obvious case in point. 
Further examples include the change in government's 
overseas liabilities (excluding stock transferred from the 
London register) which has net overseas borrowing as 
its counterpart in the Budget, while the change in 
foreign assets is comparable with the Budget item termed 
net purchase of investments overseas. Similarly, the 
change in assets held within New Zealand is broken 
down into two main categories: Reserve Bank and 
trading banks. As for the former, this change is equiva
lent to the overall surplus/deficit as shown in the Public 
Account. Changes in assets held at the trading banks 
are footnoted in the Budget presentation as Treasury 
deposits with the banks. These deposits are of a tem
porary nature, occurring at the close of the fiscal year 
to help offset the drain on trading bank cash which 
results from the massive tax flows to government each 
March. In the Budget, Treasury deposits form part of 
the domestic investments item. 

In Table I, Government/Reserve Bank transactions 
fall into three classes: (a) ordinary security deals, which 
come within the change in domestic liabilities of the 
government, under the heading Reserve Bank; (b) 
changes in holdings of Treasury Revenue Bills by the 
Reserve Bank, which represent simply a short-term 
financing arrangement and which are classified separ
ately in the domestic liabilities portion of the table be
cause of their special nature ; ( 5> and (c) changes in 

(5) These Revenue Bills form part of the Public Debt but 
carry a special low rate of interest. They should be dis
tinguished from ordinary Treasury Bills which were intro
duced in 1969 and are held by the private sector, especi
ally the trading banks and the short-term money market 

current balances at the Reserve Bank, which come with
in the domestic assets of the government, although it 
should be noted that this item is the net effect of 
changes in both deposit balances and overdraft accounts 
at the Reserve Bank. Reserve Bank overdraft finance has 
been used in the past primarily as a fonn of temporary 
finance for the Government sector. The need for such 
finance arises mainly as a result of the very substantial 
seasonal swings in government tax revenue. The nature 
of this seasonality is illustrated elsewhere. ( 6 ) Its magni
tude should be clear from a study of quarterly move
ments in the amount to be financed from borrowing, as 
shown in Table 1. 

Changes in government's liabilities within New Zea
land simply represent changes in security holdings and 
thus the sum of these changes is comparable with die 
net domestic borrowing aggregate in the Budget. How
ever, changes in holdings of securities by the Public 
Account itself are excluded as they have no effect on 
the financing of government's operations. In other 
words, if these changes were to be incorporated they 
would constitute an equal change in both domestic 
assets and liabilities, thus effectively cancelling out in a 
financing sense. Accordingly, it is necessary to add these 
changes back into changes in all other domestic security 
holdings in order to reconcile the estimated overall 
change in the Public Debt (as obtained quarterly from 
Table I) with the official change in the Debt (as avail
able annually in the Budgets). This is the task of Table 
2 in which such a reconciliation of the respective annual 
totals is carried out. It will be seen that generally the 
unexplained portion is relatively small, with the largest 
errors appearing in 1961-62 ($9.1 million) and 1962-63 
($5.7 million). Given the magnitude of the series being 
dealt with and the uses to which the statistics are to 
be applied, the errors are not judged to be significant. 
Nevertheless, the nature of the estimation procedures 
should be borne in mind. 

The major shortcoming is unquestionably but un
avoidably the determination of changes in "all other" 
holdings of securities as a residual in Table 1. Unfor
tunately, there appears to be little option to this pro
cedure, although it is worth observing that it is not an 
unusual one in handling data of this type. To obtain 
the "all other holders" item in Table 1, all items other 
than this particular one were identified separately so 
that the change in "all other holders" claims on govern
ment represents the balancing item which ensures that 
the sum of all financing transactions is equal to the 
amount to be financed from borrowing (the latter com
ing from Part 1 of the present analysis). Thus "all 
other holders" absorbs any errors due to timing pro
blems, measurement deficiencies and statistical rounding 
off procedures. The most significant problem, at least in 
terms of short period changes, seems likely to be that 
related to timing differences. Although most financial 
institutions' balance sheet data (from which their hold
ings of securities are drawn) should be genuinely end-

dealers. Ordinary Treasury Bills also form part of the 
Public Debt and are treated accordingly. In the tables, no 
distinction is drawn between ordinary securities and ordi
nary Treasury Bills. It should be observed that the most 
recent reference to a transaction involving Treasury 
Revenue Bills (in 1967-68) refers to a Bill for $14.2m. 
This Bill was finally cancelled in the December quarter 
1969. 

(6) Deane, R. S. and Grindell, D., Quarterly Taxation Rela
tionships for New Zealand, op. cit. 



of-period, there are some exceptions. In particular, 
trading bank data are always measured as at the last 
balance date (usually a Wednesday) in the quarter. In 
addition, for some institutions, no figures are available 
for their holdings of securities in the early years of the 
analysis (e.g. money market dealers) and estimates are 
used. A close study of the sources of the data should 
help throw more light on these types of problems where 
necessary. 

In the analysis of government's domestic liabilities, 
it seems useful to distinguish security holdings for a 
number of groups. The following major headings were 
employed: 

Reserve Bank (ordinary securities) 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) 
Private sector financial institutions 
Government departments 
Marketing authorities 
All other holders. 

The rationale underlying the treatment of the Reserve 
Bank has already been discussed. Private sector financial 
institutions include all those intermediaries incorporated 
in the Reserve Bank's "money supply and selected liquid 
assets" analysis'7 5—essentially comprising all the major 
deposit accepting institutions in New Zealand—plus life 
assurance offices. Some institutions such as building 
societies were not distinguished separately simply be
cause of a lack of quarterly statistics over the full period 
(or even a reasonable part of the period). The useful
ness of distinguishing government departmental hold
ings is obvious. Similarly, marketing authorities consti
tute a special type of holder of securities, their holdings 
representing essentially reserves for primary producers. 
Thus, "all other holders" should approximate fairly 
closely the concept of a non-official, non-captive, non-
financial institution group of holders—the general pub
lic, so to speak. 

A few other minor matters with respect to Table 1 
warrant explanation. First, changes in holdings of State 
Advances Corporation (S.A.C.) stock are excluded from 
changes in ordinary government security holdings. This 
stock does not form part of the officially defined Public 
Debt. This point is probably only significant if any 
reconcilation is desired between the various institutions 
published official security holdings and those shown in 
Table 3. For example, the Post Office Savings Bank 
(included within the savings banks group) holds a large 
amount of S.A.C. stock. On the other hand, changes in 
S.A.C. stock held as an asset by the Public Account are 
shown separately in Table 1. This distinction is import
ant if the "all other holders" residual is to be properly 
measured. 

Secondly, in the early years of the analysis (up to 
1963-64) the Earthquake and War Damage Commis
sion's holdings of securities were treated as part of 
Public Account's own holdings and accordingly are 
excluded from Table 1 for this period. The Commission 
is treated as a separate entity as from 1964-65. 

Thirdly, a special adjustment is included for stock 
transferred from the London register to the New Zea-

( 7 ) For a discussion of this analysis, see the Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand Bulletin, April 1971 (and also the October 
1967 issue for an earlier commentary). 

land register by deducting this item from foreign liabili
ties and adding it into domestic liabilities. Because most 
of the institutional holdings of securities are drawn from 
balance sheet data, it is assumed that these include both 
London and domestic domiciled stock. Hence, in Table 
1, transfers from the London register are included as 
part of "all other holders" in an overall sense. The 
reason for maintaining a distinction between "all other 
holders" with and without ex-London stock (see Table 
3 also) is that while the former is the appropriate aggre
gate for the purpose of the statistical tables, changes 
in the latter (i.e. excluding London transfers) seem to 
provide a more suitable series as the dependent variable 
in any behavioural equation to explain these holdings.'8) 
This is because transfers from London are the result of 
influences which differ from those determining normal 
changes in "all other holders" domestic holdings of 
securities. 

Fourthly, it should be noted that the figures for the 
amount to be financed from borrowing are available 
only as from the June quarter 1961,' 9 ) in Part I of the 
analysis. Accordingly, it was necessary to estimate this 
balance for the period 1960(1) to 1961(1) by obtaining 
aggregate domestic net borrowing and investment trans
actions from the relevant Gazette tables, changes in 
foreign assets and liabilities from the overseas exchange 
transactions records, and the overall cash balance from 
the Reserve Bank's records of the Public Account out
come, giving the balance before borrowing as a residual 
after adjusting the overall Public Account balance for 
the financing transactions. 

It should be remembered that the sum of quarterly 
totals may not always be equal to the corresponding 
annual aggregates because of roundings. 

2 . 2 Analysis of Internal Public Debt Holdings 

Appendix Table 3 provides an analysis on a quarterly 
basis of the internal Public Debt classified by types of 
holders broken down into the same categories as used 
in Table 1. Table 4 is designed to assist the interpreta
tion of changes in holdings over time by offering a 
similar classification but on a percentage basis at the 
end of each March year. In these tables, the end of 
March 1960 represents effectively the base date and 
changes in debt are accumulated from that time using 
the data given in Tables 1 and 2. For example, the total 
stock of internal Public Debt at the end of March 1960 
was obtained from the 1960 Budget, with stock levels 
for succeeding quarters being derived by cumulating 
quarterly changes in the estimated internal Public Debt 
on this base figure. These changes, which include 
changes in Public Account holdings,' 1 0) are shown in the 
reconciliation table, Table 2. After cumulating such 

W If changes in "all other holders" holdings of securities, 
excluding London transfers, is the dependent variable in 
an equation which includes the lagged stock of such hold
ings as an explanatory variable, it is recognised that the 
base stock figure (i.e. at the start of the estimation period) 
is overstated to the extent of London transfers which 
occurred prior to 1960. 

W This commencement date was determined by data avail
ability. In particular, this was the first period during which 
the Treasury Daily Accounting Statement was produced 
on the computer in the form in which it is now known. 

(10) But with an appropriate adjustment for changes in Earth
quake and War Damage Commission holdings in the early 
years. 



changes over twelve years, the derived stock level for 
March 1972 differs from the 1972 official Budget figure 
by only $2.6 million. The sources of base stock figures 
for the various groups of holders separately identified 
in Table 3 are set out in the next section of the paper. 
The changes in holdings of securities shown in Table 1 
are added to the corresponding base date levels. The 
March 1960 base stock for "all other holders" is calcu
lated as a residual, i.e. securities held by all categories 
other than "all other holders" are deducted from the 
total stock Of internal Public Debt. "All other holders" 
stock levels for succeeding quarters are calculated in 
the usual manner. For reasons already explained, securi
ties transferred from the London registers are treated as 
part of "all other holders" although the accumulation 
of this item is shown separately. 

It should be emphasised that the quarterly classifica
tion of holdings in this paper, derived as it is from a 
range of sources (including both institutional balance 
sheets and official registers) is not direcdy comparable 
with the classification published since 1967 by the 
Reserve Bank of New Zealand in its monthly Bulletin. 
The source of the Bank's data is entirely its own stock 
registers. Thus there are significant timing and record
ing differences between the two series. In addition, the 
Bulletin data exclude Treasury Revenue Bills. The 
reasons for adopting a different procedure in this paper 
are twofold: first, the Bank's series extend back only to 
1967 and for the purposes of the econometric model 
project data covering the period 1960 to date are gener
ally required; and, secondly, the present approach 
enables a direct linkage to be established between 
various institutions' balance sheets (e.g. the trading and 
saving banks) and the government sector accounts / 1 1 5 

However, despite the differences between the official 
Reserve Bank Bulletin series and the data contained in 
this paper, a "total all other holders" and a total stock 
series equivalent to the ones in the appendix tables 
have been extracted from the Bulletin for the period 
since initial publication in 1967. This, at least, provides 
an approximate check on the unofficial data. The com
parative Tables A and B are self-explanatory; suffice to 
say that the results are pleasingly close with the overall 
decline in "total all other holders" (the residual cate
gory) between 1967(1) and 1972(1) being $56.3 million 
according to the official data and $53.8 million in the 
case of the series computed in this paper (see Table A) . 
While the differences in "total all other holders" be
tween individual quarters vary somewhat, ranging from 
virtually nil up to the region of $30-40 million in 
occasional instances, they are not disturbingly large 
when considered in the light of the preceding explana
tion of reasons for variations between the sets of data. 
Similarly, the differences between the respective overall 

total stock series are quite moderate. In this case, the 
largest percentage difference is 3 percent, although in 
most quarters the differences are less than 1.5 percent. 

T A B L E A 
C O M P A R I S O N O F T O T A L A L L O T H E R H O L D E R S 

S E R I E S 
($ million) 

Appendix Reserve Bank 

Quarter 
Table 3 Official Percentage 

Quarter Series Series Difference Difference 

(1) 1967 268.6 264.2 4.4 1.6 CM
 272.4 258.8 13.6 5.0 

(3) 261.1 257.1 4.0 1.5 
(4) 267.6 257.1 10.5 3.9 
(1) 1968 295.2 259.0 36.2 12.3 
(2) 277.2 257.4 19.8 7.1 
(3) 282.6 260.4 22.2 7.9 
(4) 278.4 258.3 20.1 7.2 
(1) 1969 297.8 261.2 36.6 12.3 
(2) 280.7 264.8 15.9 5.6 
(3) 270.5 251.3 19.2 7.1 
(4) 224.7 251.6 —26.9 12.0 
(1) 1970 257.8 246.2 11.6 4.4 
(2) 245.1 244.2 0.9 0.4 
(3) 235.2 234.2 1.0 0.4 
(4) 242.6 226.6 16.0 6.6 
(1) 1971 226.9 222.9 4.0 1.8 CM

 222.4 217.3 5.1 2.3 
(3) 239.5 217.1 22.4 9.4 
(4) 254.3 208.5 45.8 18.0 
(1) 1972 214.8 207.9 6.9 3.2 

T A B L E B 
C O M P A R I S O N O F T O T A L S T O C K S E R I E S 

($ million) 

Quarter 

Appendix 
Table 3 
Series 

Reserve Bank 
Official 
Series Difference 

Percentage 
Difference 

(1) 1967 2019.6 2007.1 12.5 0.6 
(2) 2009.5 1990.4 19.1 1.0 
(3) 2047.7 2021.3 26.4 1.3 
(4) 2069.5 2050.3 19.2 0.9 
(1) 1968 2166.6 2102.3 64.3 3.0 
(2) 2160.9 2136.5 24.4 1.1 
(3) 2202.6 2169.7 32.9 1.5 
(4) 2242.4 2204.7 37.7 1.7 
(1) 1969 2260.5 2246.8 13.7 0.6 
(2) 2313.3 2285.2 28.1 1.2 
(3) 2359.3 2301.3 58.0 2.5 
(4) 2509.6 2483.0 26.6 1.1 
(1) 1970 2350.1 2351.0 —0.9 0.0 
(2) 2408.0 2375.3 32.7 1.4 CO 2458.9 2432.9 26.0 1.1 
(4) 2561.7 2526.6 35.1 1.4 
(1) 1971 2430.4 2430.5 —0.1 0.0 
(2) 2484.8 2455.2 29.6 1.2 
(3) 2562.3 2527.2 35.1 1.4 
(4) 2739.4 2698.0 41.0 1.5 
(1) 1972 2530.4 2535.5 —5.1 0.2 

3 . SOURCES O F DATA 

For Table 1 at the end of the paper, which covers the government's financing transactions, the following sources of 
data were used: 
Item 
Amount to be financed by 
borrowing 

Source 
This was derived from Part I of the present analysis/ 1 2 5 except for the quarters 
preceding 1961(2), the sources of which have already been discussed. 

Ol) The need for such a linkage should be clear from a study 
of the balance sheet approach adopted in Deane, R. S. and 
Lumsden, M . A . , A Model of the New Zealand Monetary 

Sector, Research Paper No. 2, Reserve Bank of New Zea
land, Wellington, December 1971. 

(12) See Grindell, D. and Deane, R. S., op. cit. 



Changes in liabilities 
Overseas 

Ex London register stock 

Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand 

Reserve Bank (Treasury 
Revenue Bills) 
Trading Banks 

Savings Banks 

Authorised short-term 
money market dealers 

Stock and Station Agents 

Finance companies 

Life assurance offices 

All government departments 

All other holders 

For most quarters, the Reserve Bank's overseas exchange transactions statistics were 
used, although in some of the later periods these figures were modified very slightly 
to reconcile more closely with available Treasury records. In all cases the adjust
ments were minor. 
The Reserve Bank's ledgers constituted the primary source for these transfers from 
London to New Zealand registers. Up until the 1963-64 March year annual figures 
only were known, from which quarterly estimates were derived by interpolation. 
Reserve Bank balance sheets for the last balance date in each quarter, except that 
in each March quarter 31 March figures were used rather than last Wednesday 
(i.e. last balance date) data. The base date for Reserve Bank security holdings 
was end December 1959. 
Reserve Bank ledgers. Base date for stock 1959(4). 

Trading banks' monthly returns to the Reserve Bank for last balance date (last 
Wednesday) in each quarter. Base date for stock 1959(4). 
Savings banks' quarterly returns to the Reserve Bank for end of each quarter as 
from 1965. Prior to this the source was a special survey conducted by the Reserve 
Bank in 1970 covering all savings banks, requesting a range of end quarter data for 
the period 1960-1964. (The primary purpose of this survey was to obtain data to 
enable the Reserve Bank's "money supply and selected liquid assets" series to be 
extended back on a quarterly basis to 1960. See the Bank's Bulletin for April 1971.) 
Base date for stock end of 1960(1) with an estimate for the change in the 1960(1) 
period itself. 
Money market dealers' monthly returns to the Reserve Bank as from 1962 (when 
the authorised market was formed). Prior to this date estimated figures were used, 
on the same basis as those employed in the Reserve Bank's liquid assets series. 
Base date for stock 1962, with estimated extrapolations back to 1959(4). 
Agency firms' quarterly unpublished returns to the Reserve Bank as from 1967. 
Prior to this Department of Statistics data were used, as published in the Monthly 
Abstract of Statistics, but with adjustments to preserve consistency with the Bank 
data which are collected on a slightly different basis. Again, the figures were drawn 
from the liquid assets series which employed the same sources. Base date for stock 
end 1960(1) with change during this quarter estimated. 
Large finance companies quarterly returns to the Reserve Bank as from 1965, with 
adjustments to allow for inclusion of small finance companies, such adjustments 
being based on the full coverage annual survey of finance companies conducted by 
the Reserve Bank. Again, the estimates are identical to those used in the Bank's 
liquid assets series. Figures prior to 1965 estimated. Base date for stock 1965, with 
estimates extrapolated back to 1959(4), all estimates being consistent with basis 
used in liquid assets series. 
Life assurance offices' quarterly selected assets returns to the Reserve Bank as from 
1964(4). Prior to this date the source was the Reserve Bank's stock registers (a 
special survey was carried out to ensure a complete coverage of all offices). Base 
date for stock 1959(4). 
Reserve Bank stock registers, through which a special survey was carried out. Base 
data for stock holdings 1959(4). 
Calculated as the residual in Table 1, as explained in the preceding text. The 
calculation of the base stock for 1960(1) is also explained elsewhere in the paper. 

Changes in assets 
Overseas 

Reserve Bank 
Trading banks 
Sales/purchases of S.A.C. 
stock by Public Account 

Supplements to the Gazettes, plus unpublished information supplied by Treasury to 
assist in reconciliation with other known data. 
Unpublished information supplied by Treasury plus Reserve Bank internal records. 
Appendices to the Journals, BI, Part I I . 
Appendices to the Journals, B10, Supplements to the Gazettes, and information 
supplied by the Chief Accountant's Department of the Reserve Bank from the stock 
registers. 

For Table 2 at the end of the paper, which illustrates the reconciliation of this paper's data with annual changes 
in the official Public Debt, the following sources were used: 

Source 
Table 1 of the present analysis, covering government's financing transactions. 

Item 
Change in government sector 
liabilities within New Zealand 
Net increase in Public Account's Supplements to the Gazettes (but note adjustment for S.A.C. stock) and informa-
holdings of N.Z. government tion supplied by the Chief Accountant's Department of the Reserve Bank from the 
securities stock registers. 
Annual change in 
Official Public Debt Budgets. 



The derivation of the data in Appendix Table 3 has 
already been discussed. The figures are drawn mainly 
from Table 1, with the source of base stock figures being 
similar to those for changes in security holdings as shown 
in Table 1. Table 4 is calculated from March quarter 
data in Table 3. New Zealand government securities 
are defined to include ordinary Treasury Bills and 
special Treasury Revenue Bills but exclude State 
Advances Corporation stock. 

4 . GOVERNMENT SECURITY ASSET 
REQUIREMENTS 

The following synopsis of the various financial insti
tutions' government security asset requirements may be 
useful in assisting the interpretation of changes in the 
structure of security holdings over the past decade. Some 
of these ratios have been prescribed by legislative pro
vision, others by voluntary agreement or other informal 
arrangement. The provisions described relate only from 
1960. 

(a) Trading Banks 
(i) Prior to June 1965, no increase in government 

security holdings was permitted, although stock 
was allowed to be converted at maturity. This was 
a carry-over from a wartime restriction, the con
tinuation of which was the result of some rather 
uncompromising attitudes towards trading banks, 
combined with rather unusual political and econo
mic ideas about the working of the financial system 
in general. 

(ii) June 1965: Banks were permitted to increase 
their holdings of government securities in step 
with their increases in term deposits within an 
upper bound for individual banks of 3 percent of 
total deposits. 

(iii) May 1966: This proportion was altered to 6 per
cent of total deposits. 

(iv) June 1969: The banks were granted freedom to 
hold government securities as desired. ( 1 3 ) This 
announcement was consistent with other Budget 
provisions which permitted increased trading bank 
activity in the term deposit field, and required the 
banks to pay greater attention to their own March 
tax flow liquidity requirements. The introduction 
of Treasury Bills was also announced. 

(b) Post Office Savings Bank 
The assets of the P.O.S.B. (apart from small 
sundry items) are held entirely in the form of 
government securities and State Advances Corpora
tion stock. Holdings of S.A.C. stock grew steadily 
from the beginning of the 1960's to mid-1962, 
reaching $337.1 million at which level they re
mained for several years. They increased by $3.0 
million in March 1968, and have since remained 
at $340.1 million. S.A.C. stock is excluded from 
the tables presented in this paper. Government 
securities held by the P.O.S.B. on the London 
register and valued at $4.5 million were trans
ferred to the New Zealand register in 1965. 

03) After meeting cash reserve ratios which, according to the 
1969 announcement, would in all "normal" circumstances 
remain at 8 percent of demand liabilities and 3 percent 
of time liabilities. 

(c) Trustee Savings BanksW 
(i) Prior to September 1965, 50 percent of ordinary 

accounts and 100 percent of investment accounts 
were to be held in government securities. 

(ii) September 1965: This arrangement was supple
mented by voluntary agreement with the larger 
banks to increase holdings to 70 percent of their 
increase in net new ordinary account deposits. 

(iii) March 1968: The above arrangement was can
celled and replaced by an agreement to place 50 
percent of net new ordinary deposit account 
balances and 100 percent of investment account 
balances in government securities. This agreement 
was formalised in October 1968. 

(iv) October 1969: The government security require
ment for investment account balances was lowered 
to 97 percent. 

(v) February 1970: The government security require
ment was altered by Order in Council to 60 per
cent of total deposits, thus eliminating the distinc
tion between different types of deposits. 

(vi) October 1971: The ratio was changed to 57 per
cent of total deposits. 

(vii) March 1972: The government security require
ment was lowered to 54 percent. 

(d) Private Savings BanksW 
(i) From the private savings banks' inception in 

October 1964, 70 percent of ordinary account 
balances and 100 percent of investment account 
balances were to be held in government securities. 

(ii) Sepember 1965: A voluntary agreement to in
crease government security holdings to 80 percent 
of net new non-investment account holdings was 
introduced. As before, 100 percent of investment 
accounts were to be held in government securities. 

(iii) March 1968: The above agreement was cancelled 
and replaced by an undertaking by these banks to 
place 70 percent of new funds received on account 
of non-investment accounts into government 
securities. However, additional holdings of govern
ment securities held under the previous arrange
ments were to be retained. This agreement was 
formalised in October 1968. The 100 percent 
requirement against investment accounts re
mained. 

(iv) March 1972: The government security require
ment for new funds received with respect to non-
investment accounts was lowered from 70 percent 
to 63 percent. 

(v) October 1972: The private savings banks were 
released from the arrangements whereby they 
would retain the additional government securities 
acquired under the voluntary agreement intro
duced in September 1965. The funds so released 
were to be used for longer-term lending. 

(e) Finance Companies 
(i) September 1965: Members of the Hire Purchase 

Association agreed to take up government securi
ties to the extent of 7£ percent of either new lend
ing or total outstanding lendings in four quarterly 

( 1 4> Cash requirements for both trustee and private savings 
banks are subtracted from the sum of the account balances 
before applying government security ratios. The cash 
requirement for each bank is 5 percent of the first $20 
million of deposits and 2J percent of the remaining 
deposits. 



instalments. Members of the Finance Houses 
Association agreed to invest $2.2 million in govern
ment securities in the same period. 

(ii) August 1966: The 1\ percent ratio was increased 
to 10 percent with a coincidental effort to bring 
all companies within the scope of the scheme. This 
was also by voluntary agreement. 

(iii) February 1967: Capital Issues Control was re
introduced for finance companies as a result of the 
unsatisfactory performance under the voluntary 
restraints. This was part of a batch of stringent 
economic measures. Under these controls, borrow
ing was frozen at February 1967 levels for each 
company. 

(iv) June 1969: Capital Issues Control was abolished 
and replaced by a government security ratio re
quirement according to a formula designed to ex
clude small companies acting in isolation. The 
ratio was initially 10 percent of the borrowings 
described by the formula, with holdings to be 
accumulated in the course of a year's activities. 
The regulations required compulsory registration 
with the Reserve Bank of all companies which 
advanced borrowed money in excess of $50,000 
for certain commercial transactions. The regula
tions also provided for returns of activities to be 
forwarded at regular intervals to the Reserve 
Bank. Stock and station agents were brought with
in the scope of the scheme in so far as their non-
farm business was concerned. 

(v) September 1970: The ratio was altered from 10 
percent to \1\ percent, and in March 1971 was 
increased again to 15 percent. 

(vi) July 1972: The ratio was lowered to 10 percent. 

( f ) Official Money Market Dealers 
(i) From the time of their official recognition late in 

1962, dealers were subject to control over their 
assets as follows: a deposit limit was prescribed 
being forty times the individual dealer's paid-up 
capital and reserves. Assets could be held in the 
following forms—fixed assets, bank deposits, de
posits with other dealers and local authority stock 
of a prescribed (maximum) term, but in the case 
of the latter only to the extent of 5 percent of the 
dealer's deposit limit. The balance was to be held 
in short-term government securities. 

(ii) April 1966: The deposit limit was altered to 
thirty-five times paid-up capital and reserves. 

(iii) October 1970: The amount available for govern
ment security holdings was reduced to the extent 
that local authority stock holdings were permitted 
to be increased to 10 percent of the deposit limit. 

(iv) November 1971: The government security hold
ings position was altered by permission to hold 
5 percent of the deposit limit in transferable 
(trading bank) certificates Of deposit of prescribed 
(maximum) term. This 5 percent in certificates 
of deposits is apart from the 10 percent in local 
authority stock. 

(v) December 1972: The amount available for gov
ernment security holdings was reduced to the 
extent that local authority stock holdings were 
permitted to be increased to 15 percent of the 
deposit limit though at no time could a dealer's 
holdings of local authority stock exceed 20 per
cent of his total portfolio. 
N O T E : Dealers may place funds on term deposit 
with a trading bank but only on a temporary basis 

pending investment in securities. These term 
deposits are restricted to 30 day terms and the 
total for any one dealer must not exceed 10 per
cent of his deposit limit. Current account balances 
represent other funds held with the trading banks. 

(g ) Life Insurance Companies 
(i) September 1965: A voluntary agreement was 

reached whereby the companies were to invest in 
government securities $4 million more than in the 
previous year. The additional purchases of securi
ties were to be spread over a year. 

(ii) August 1966: Another voluntary agreement to 
invest in government securities 20 percent of the 
net increase in investible funds, plus a further 
$6 million, was reached in replacement of the 
previous agreement. 

(iii) August 1967: The previous agreement was re
newed for a further year. However, the extra $6 
million could be invested in local authority securi
ties, housing or government securities. Also, if 
possible the life companies were to increase their 
net investment in farm mortgages by $4 million, 
and total investment in local authority loans by 
$4 million. 

(iv) March 1968: The life companies agreed that any 
residue of the $6 million previously required to 
be invested in government securities should be 
diverted, as far as practicable, to local authority 
loans and new housing mortgages. 

(v) September 1968: The companies agreed to in
crease their holdings of government securities 
during the ensuing year to 20 percent of net 
investible funds. They also agreed to increase their 
holdings of local authority securities by $10 mil
lion. Any short fall in actual holdings of local 
authority securities was to be taken up in addi
tional government securities. 

(vi) September 1969: Companies were required over 
a period of time to achieve a total investment in 
the public sector equal to 30 percent of their total 
assets (at least 22£ percent in government securi
ties) . In addition, the level of investment in 
housing and farming mortgages was to be main
tained. 

(vii) October 1970: The 1969 measures were extended 
in that the life companies were required to invest 
an additional 5 percent of new investible funds in 
public sector securities for the year ending 30 
September 1971. There was no stipulation about 
the proportion of Government securities in the 
additional 5 percent. 

(viii) October 1971: Life companies were no longer 
required to invest an additional 5 percent of new 
investible funds in public sector securities but were 
asked to invest in housing and farming mortgages 
to the extent of $22 million. The 30 percent ratio 
for public sector securities was maintained, with 
the 22£ percent government securities require
ment as before. 

(ix) October 1972: The proportion of total investible 
funds to be invested in government securities was 
reduced from 22£ percent to 22 percent. The total 
of 30 percent in all public sector securities re
mained unchanged, thus raising the level of invest
ment in local authority securities to 8 percent. The 
life companies were asked to maintain their rate 
of investment in housing and fanning mortgages. 



(h) Private Superannuation Funds 
(i) June 1970: Private superannuation funds were 

required to place 30 percent of assets in public 
securities, of which at least 22-^ percent were to be 
in government securities. A 5-year transition 
period was allowed. 

(ii) November 1971: The above government securi
ties ratio was altered from 22£ percent to 20 per
cent. 

(i) Fire and General Insurance Offices 
(i) September 1965: A voluntary agreement was 

reached whereby the offices were to increase 
government security holdings by $1.5 million over 
the year. 

(ii) August 1966: The above agreement was renewed 
to cover a further year's activities. 

(iii) June 1970: The companies were requested to 
place $2 million of their new investible funds in 
government and local authority securities for the 
year beginning 1st October 1970. 

(j) Building Societies 
(i) June 1970: It was announced that building 

societies were required to place 12^ percent of 
their deposits in government securities. 

(ii) November 1970: The above never came into 
effect. Instead the Building Societies Amendment 
Act 1970 was passed, whereby building societies 
would keep at least 5 percent of their assets (as 
defined in the Act) in public sector securities, 
3 percent of which must be in government securi
ties. A five-year transition period was allowed. 

5 . CHANGES IN SECURITY HOLDINGS 

These asset requirements help explain many of the 
fluctuations in government security holdings of the 
financial institutions concerned. For example, trading 
banks' government security holdings were static until 
the September 1965 quarter when holdings began to 
increase in response to government's moves to improve 
trading bank competitiveness in the term deposit field. 
Holdings increased steadily and a seasonal pattern 
emerged with the banks reducing securities in March 
each year to help finance the tax drain. The massive 
increase in December 1969 was due to the June 1969 
removal of restrictions and the September 1969 intro
duction of Treasury Bills. 

Finance company holdings appear to have responded 
to some extent to the agreements of September 1965 
and August 1966. The February 1967 introduction of 
Capital Issues Control saw the reduction in holdings to 
very low levels, but a steady and relatively swift increase 
is shown from September 1969, reflecting the provisions 
announced (and subsequently strengthened) on intro
duction of the ratio requirement for these institutions. 

Money market dealers' holdings tend to reflect the 
growth or decline of the market—a 1965-66 hiatus and 
a decline since 1969 when the dealers lost impetus due 

to the growth in trading bank activity in the term 
deposit field are evident. The holdings prior to 1962 
are those of the dealers operating prior to official recog
nition. A seasonal pattern is evinced reflecting season
ality in deposits. 

Life insurance company holdings show a continuing 
increase associated with their relatively stable asset 
growth rates, along with the successive tightening of 
security agreements and requirements. 

The savings banks' holdings have shown a continual 
increase in step with the increase in small savings, and 
with the introduction of new strustee savings banks and 
new savings instruments. The large increases in 1964-65 
and 1965-66 are due mainly to the introduction of 
private savings banks, while the relatively low increase 
in the growth rate of government security holdings in 
1970-1 is due in part to the easing of the ratio require
ment for trustee savings banks at that time. 

The decline of the individual investor as a significant 
contributor to government loan financing is also shown 
in the tables. The "all other holders" item in the internal 
Public Debt classification of Table 3 contains a small 
error since (as previously explained) it is defined as a 
residual both in each quarter in the financing tables and 
also in the March 1960 quarter in the Public Debt table. 
The error is, however, not likely to be significant when 
compared with either the level of holdings involved, or 
the overall magnitude of the changes in the series. The 
decline from $321.9 million (March 1960) to $163.3 
million (March 1972) is seen in context when expressed 
as a percentage of the total internal debt, giving figures 
at equivalent dates of 22.7 percent and 6.5 percent 
respectively.'15^ Although individual personal asset 
holders have contributed indirectly to government loan 
financing via the growth in government security hold
ings of financial institutions in general and savings 
banks in particular, the decline in the "all other holders" 
portion of debt reflects the lower than market interest 
rates government offers on its securities. Because of 
the low yield, government securities have not corn-
mended themselves to non-captive purchasers. For this 
reason, and also because captive institutions have 
suffered low earnings on their compulsorily held assets, 
a large volume of investors' funds has been flowing 
through non-institutional channels where they are be
yond the scope of controls via conventional monetary 
policy weapons. This point can be confirmed, for ex
ample, by a study of the statistics for new mortgage 
registrations. 

The portion of the internal Public Debt held by the 
Public Account and other government controlled in
vestors (mainly government departments) is not of 
direct interest to the econometric model builder, since 
these holdings do not fluctuate in fine with security 
market conditions and ratio requirements. They are 
therefore treated exogenously in the government domes
tic borrowing identity described in the next section. One 
change which is of some interest however, is the 1967 
decline in the Wool Commission's holdings. This was 
due to the special redemptions of stock to finance the 
Commission's heavy market purchases at the time of 
the collapse in wool prices. 

U 5 ) These figures are shown in the tables and are prior to 
adjustment for London transfers—redefinition to include 
London transfers does not alter the conclusion of this 
paragraph. 
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The percentage of the public debt held by "all other 
holders" is compared in graph 1 with that held by the 
government and marketing sector (including Reserve 
Bank), and the financial institutions sector. The growth 
of the latter sector is largely due to the captive arrange
ments with various financial institutions, although the 
relaxation of controls over trading bank government 
security purchases is also important. 

6. A GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC BORROWING 
CONCEPT"*) 

Now that much of the work on the government 
accounts quarterly data is complete it is possible to 
define a government domestic borrowing variable which 
will provide a linkage between the government sector 
and other sectors in the Bank's econometric model, par
ticularly the monetary and overseas exchange trans
actions sectors. Essentially this government domestic 
borrowing (GDB) variable expresses the condition that 
the change in Reserve Bank assets must equal the corre
sponding change in liabilities. For example, the sum of 

06) The concept of a government borrowing variable as out
lined in this section has been used successfully in a model 
of the Australian economy, as illustrated in Norton W. E., 
et al, A Model of the Monetary Sector, Occasional Paper 
No. 3D, Reserve Bank of Australia, Sydney, July 1970. 
The present suggested treatment is based largely on Nor
ton's work in Australia. 

changes in foreign assets, marketing advances and 
sundry net other assets equals the sum of changes in 
the government's position with the Reserve Bank, the 
trading banks' cash position, currency in circulation 
and overseas liabilities of the Reserve Bank. Within 
this identity it is possible to carry out some substitution 
as follows: 

(a) The overseas exchange transactions position can 
be spelt out in detail so that the change in foreign 
reserves becomes current receipts less current pay
ments plus official overseas borrowing (Public Ac
count and Reserve Bank) plus overseas borrowings. 

(b) Similarly, the government's budget identity can be 
substituted for the net change in government's 
position with the Reserve Bank. The latter then 
becomes total tax and other current revenue less 
government expenditure plus the sum of private 
sector borrowing, official borrowing (such as from 
government departments), and overseas borrowing 
as it affects the Public Account. 

Rearrangement of the resultant Reserve Bank balance 
sheet items yields the identity set out in Table C. It 
will be clear that the GDB variable is defined basically 
as the sum of changes in the private sector's claims on 
government, where the trading banks are included as 
part of the private sector. On the other hand, GDB 
is equivalent to the sum of the net outcome of the 



TABLE G 
GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC BORROWING REQUIREMENT IDENTITY 

Rearrangement of the Reserve Bank balance sheet, as discussed in the text, yields the following identity. 
(CR — CP + XBP - AANZT) + A L M A R 4- A A O R + (GEA + GET - TY - TI - GOR - AGSO) 
+ SD = AGSP + A GSM + AGSFN + AGSFT + A N C T + A C U R + A D R T M + A D R T N 
where" 5 

1. CR Current overseas exchange receipts 
2. CP* Current overseas exchange payments 
3. XBP Private capital balance (overseas exchange basis) 
4. A A N Z T * * Change in trading banks' net overseas assets 
5. ALMAR** Change in Reserve Bank's marketing advances 
6. A A O R Change in Reserve Bank's net other assets ( 2 ) 

7. GEA Government expenditure, excluding transfers 
8. GET** Government expenditure, transfers 
9. TY* Income tax receipts 

10. T I * Indirect tax receipts 
11. GOR** Government other revenue 
12. A G S O * * Change in official sector (non-Reserve Bank) security holdings 
13. SD Statistical discrepancy, including also some minor and irregular items ( 3) 
14. AGSP* Change in government security holdings of private non-financial secor 
15. A G S M Change in government security holdings of marketing authorities 
16. AGSFN* Change in government security holdings of financial institutions (non-trading bank) 
17. A G S F T * Change in government security holdings of trading banks 
18. A N C T * Change in trading banks' holdings of notes and coin 
19. A C U R * Change in public's holdings of notes and coin 
20. A D R T M * Change in trading banks' statutory minimum requirements 
21. A D R T N * Change in trading banks' net free cash 

* These are endogenous variables in the Bank's quarterly econometric model 
** These variables may be endogenous at a later stage. 

" ) The symbol A is used as a prefix in the variable symbols to indicate the change in a variable. 
( 2 ) AAOR is the sum of sundry minor items. It includes both some assets and some liabilities, none of which, are of any significance 

for the present analysis. 
( 3 ) SD represents mainly errors due to some small measurement deficiencies, timing differences, etc. It is essentially a residual item, 

although in the above case it effectively also includes some minor and irregular items. The latter include, for example, mis
cellaneous government financing items. 

balance of payments, the government's budgetary trans
actions, Reserve Bank credit creation and changes in 
sundry other minor items. For example, the sum of 
items 1 and 3 less 2 and 4 in Table C is the overseas 
exchange transactions impact where A ANZT is de
ducted to arrive at the genuine change in the Reserve 
Bank's overseas assets, and foreign borrowing through 
both the Public Account and the Reserve Bank is netted 
out in the consolidation process. On the other hand the 
sum of items 7 and 8 less items 9 to 12 inclusive repre
sents the government's budget outcome, while items 
14 to 21 constitute the change in the private sector's 
total claims on government. Thus, for instance, it can 
be seen that an overseas surplus or a government deficit 
would have a positive impact on GDB. 

Accordingly, if GDB is used as a constraint variable in 
the monetary sector equations it conveniently summarizes 
the short term impact of a range of factors on private 
sector financial asset and liability behaviour. This vari
able has been tested successfully in equations for trading 
banks' deposits and advances, savings bank deposits, 
private sector holdings of government securities, and 
so o n . " 7 5 The variable replaces the tax constraints 

" 7 ) See the relevant equations in the model set out in Deane, 
R. S., Lumsden, M. A., and Sturm, A. B., Some Simulation 
Experiments with a New Zealand Model, in Deane, R. S. 
(editor), A New Zealand Model: Structure, Policy Uses 
and Some Simulation Results, Research Paper No. 8, 

formerly employed in the monetary sector of the 
model," 8) and thus provides a more satisfactory linkage 
between the various sectors mentioned above. Data for 
GDB are set out in Table D. 

In the model as a whole, the definition of GDB 
comes from the sum of items 1 to 13 in the preceding 
notation. This implies that there must be a residual 
item in the second part of the overall identity (items 
14-21), if this is to be retained in the model. In the 
New Zealand context, the logical residual financing unit 
appears to be the trading banks, assuming it is accepted 
that one of the objects of the GDB concept is to impose 
an arbitrary constraint which ensures that government 
expenditure is financed either by taxation or private 
sector borrowing, rather than by central bank credit. 
The argument is similar in principle to that presented 
by Deane and Lumsden" 9) in justifying the sum of cash 
plus holdings of government securities as a residual in 

Reserve Bank of N.Z., Wellington, November 1972, and 
also the quotations in Deane, R. S., and Grindell I)., 
Financial Asset Behaviour in New Zealand, in this Research 
Paper. 

" 8 ) See for example, Deane R. S. and Lumsden M. A., op. c it , 
and also Deane R. S., Towards a Model of the New Zea
land Economy, Research Paper No. 1, Reserve Bank of 
N.Z., Wellington, September 1971. 

" 9 ) Op. cit. 



TABLE D 
GOVERNMENT DOMESTIC BORROWING 

REQUIREMENT 
(GDB, $ million) 

March 
Quarters 

June September December 

1960 n.a. 67.8 —34.4 49.0 
1961 - 8 9 . 6 30.6 - 6 1 . 0 98.6 
1962 —73.7 97.4 4.4 62.3 
1963 —56.3 102.7 12.1 59.6 
1964 —99.2 112.9 22.2 78.1 
1965 —157.2 96.6 —8.6 85.4 
1966 — 156.1 120.1 31.6 110.3 
1967 — 191.7 56.3 31.1 150.7 
1968 — 133.7 100.1 31.0 124.0 
1969 —159.6 112.7 63.0 131.8 
1970 —187.4 109.1 25.2 137.9 
1971 —224.3 138.5 79.9 228.8 
1972 —221.4 214.4 206.3 354.8 
n.a.: not available 

the trading banks' balance sheet although the context 
is obviously broader in the present instance. In other 
words, the treatment of ( A G S F T + A D R T N ) as a 
residual among the set of items 14 to 21 above would 
be based on the assumption that all other variables are 
either behaviourally determined or genuinely exogenous. 
Changes in trading banks' domestic liquid assets includ
ing cash would thus become the net result of a wide 
range of interdependent decisions and influences. It is 
recognised that there are alternative points of view as 
to how the financial system operates but it is thought 
that in the New Zealand situation the modelling pro
cedure just suggested is not unrealistic.'2 0) 

An alternative to this procedure is to introduce GDB 
into the model as the sum of items 1-13 in Table C, as 
just described, and simply drop the other side of the 
identity (items 14-21). While this loses the advantage 
of imposing the abovementioned constraint on the 
financing of government expenditure, it may prove to 
be the most satisfactory approach in practice. This is 
because of the potentially large cumulative errors in 
a residual such as that just suggested, despite the con
ceptual appeal of the approach. In this case, trading 
banks' cash and securities would revert to being de
termined as the banks' balance sheet residual, thus also 
overcoming the problem of choosing an appropriate 
residual to constraint the banks' assets to sum to their 
liabilities. Initial simulation experiments suggest that 
this procedure might be favoured in practice. 

7. CONCLUSION 

This paper, taken in conjunction with Part I of the 
analysis,' 2 1) provides a comprehensive set of quarterly 
accounts for the central government sector over the 

(20) For a presentation of this approach in an actual model 
see equation numbers 61 and 95 in Deane, Lumsden and 
Sturm, op. cit. 

( 2 0 Grindell D. and Deane R. S., op. cit. 

past decade or so. The data cover in reasonable detail 
all current revenues and expenditures (Part I) and all 
financing transactions (Part I I ) . The quarterly data 
when summed to provide March year aggregates recon
cile closely with the official annual statistics, and the 
partial analysis published quarterly in the Supplements 
to the Gazettes. 

As for the present paper, the statistics appear to 
offer some advantages when compared with their official 
counterparts. First, the analysis is complete in the sense 
that all transactions, whether they be borrowing or 
investment, domestic or foreign, are linked together in 
a consistent presentation rather than being spread over 
a range of tables and sources, some published and others 
unpublished. In other words, full information is now 
available quarterly in what it is hoped is an easily 
usable format. Secondly, it is thought that, at least from 
the monetary economist's point of view, the change in 
asset/liability type of framework is rather more meaning
ful than the net flow concepts used in official publica
tions such as the Budgets.*-22'* Thirdly, the major financ
ing transactions—domestic borrowing operations—are 
linked directly to the ownership classification of the 
internal Public Debt. Furthermore, estimates of the 
latter are now available back to 1960, as compared with 
1967 for the official series.' 2 3) 

Thus, while it must be emphasised that the paper is 
not a source of official data, it is hoped that the 
statistics will be of some use to those engaged in 
economic research involving the government sector. The 
data are primarily on a cash basis, of course, and are 
not set in a national accounts framework. As with other 
statistical information prepared in the course of the 
Reserve Bank's econometric model project, it should be 
made clear that there is no wish to usurp the role of 
the authorities normally responsible for data of this 
type. In fact, it would be gratifying if the authorities' 
response to efforts such as the present one was to pre
pare and publish more comprehensive quarterly in
formation on their own account. 

Finally, it is worth recalling the point made earlier 
in the paper concerning the dramatic long term decline 
in the proportion of total government securities being 
held by non-captive holders. This is a rather disconcert
ing illustration of the way in which the government's 
deficit before borrowing is increasingly being financed 
through the application of direct controls at the expense 
of the operation of the market system. Apart from the 
serious implications for government financing as such— 
the direct controls creating a comfortable illusion of 
"cheap" financing—low yielding government securities 
compulsorily held in large quantities by all financial 
institutions suggest that the problems experienced in 
the past in achieving a meaningful monetary policy may 
well become even more acute in the future. Ironically 
enough, this sort of conclusion, which is suggested by 
quite conventional economic analysis, is probably in 

(22) As such, it is hoped that the information will be a useful 
supplement to the kind of analysis undertaken with 
annual data by Pope, M. J., The Conceptual Bases and 
Interpretation of Data for Stabilisation Purposes, New 
Zealand Economic Papers, Vol. 5, 1971. 

(23) There is no official ownership classification of the internal 
Public Debt available prior to 1967, on either an annual 
or a quarterly basis. 



direct contrast to the views of the authorities themselves 
as to how they see the financial system developing. For, 
although government has recognised in more recent 
years that non-banks as well as banks have some mone
tary significance, it has decided to continue to pursue 
regulation by means of direct controls of a type similar 
to those which originally played such an important part 
in inhibiting the growth of the trading banks and 
stimulating the very rapid expansion of the non-banks. 

The increasing growth of non-institutional flows of fluids 
in the future seems assured so long as present policies 
persist. By the same token, the absence of any real 
market for government securities implies that monetary 
management is likely to be a much more difficult task 
than need be the case. 

The econometric examination of changes in the mar
ket for government securities over the past decade is 
the subject of a separate study in this Research Paper. 

TABLE 1 

GOVERNMENT'S FINANCING TRANSACTIONS 
MARCH QUARTER 1960 

($ million) 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing —32.7 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-\-) or Decrease (—•) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas — 

Less Transfers from London Register —0.3 

Total: —0.3 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank ... ... ... ... 77.0 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) —87.0 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks — 
Savings Banks 4.7 
Money Market — 
Stock and Station Agents — 
Finance Companies — 
Life Assurance Offices 3.0 

Government Departments 
Government Superannuation Board ... 4.9 
Maori Trustee — 
National Provident Fund 3.2 
Public Trustee 0.3 
State Advances Corporation — 
State Insurance ... ... ... ... ... ... 0.3 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account — 
Wool Commission Account 1.0 

All Other Holders 28.6 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.3 

28.9 
Total within New Zealand: ... ... ... 36.3 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-{-) in Assets of Government 
Sector^ 
Overseas —8.5 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank —65.6 
Trading Banks — 

. Sales ( + ) or Purchases ( —) of S.A.C. Stock 5.4 

- 3 2 . 7 

O) Public Account purchases or sales of Government securities within New Zealand are excluded as a specific item, as is their 
contra, change in Government liabilities held by Public Account. See text for explanation. 



($ million) 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. Mar. 
Qjr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 46.5 17.9 82.4 —67.6 79.2 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-{-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas —0.5 — — 13.1 — — 13.6 

Less Transfers from London Register —1.6 —1.6 - 1 . 7 - 1 . 7 —6.6 

Total: - 2 . 1 —1.6 —14.8 - 1 . 7 - 2 0 . 2 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank — — — — — 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) — 16.0 — - 1 6 . 0 — 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
0.1 Trading Banks ... ... ... — 0.1 — — 0.1 

Savings Banks 2.7 2.3 14.4 5.8 25.2 
Money Market — 1.0 2.0 — 3.0 
Stock and Station Agents — — — —0.1 —0.1 
Finance Companies ... ... ... ... — — — — — 
Life Assurance Offices 0.6 —1.5 - 2 . 3 4.6 1.4 

Government Departments 
1.1 1.3 Government Superannuation Board 2.7 0.4 1.1 1.3 5.5 

Maori Trustee ... ... — 0.3 — — 0.3 
National Provident Fund 3.9 18.0 - 7 . 2 - 5 . 0 9.7 
Public Trustee - 2 . 1 2.6 —0.3 - 0 . 1 0.1 
State Advances Corporation — — — 0.7 0.7 
State Insurance ... ... ... 0.5 0.2 0.3 — 1.0 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account — — — — — 
Wool Commission Account ... ... — 0.6 — 0.5 1.1 

All Other Holders 9.7 - 2 9 . 0 - 1 . 7 27.3 6.2 
Plus Transfers from London Register 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 6.6 

11.3 - 2 7 . 4 29.0 12.8 
Total within New Zealand: 19.6 12.6 8.0 20.7 60.8 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (A-) in Assets of Government 
Sector^ 

12.8 Overseas - 0 . 6 —1.3 10.7 4.0 12.8 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 16.6 —8.8 74.4 - 9 0 . 6 —8.4 
Trading Banks — — — — — 
Sales ( + ) or Purchases ( —) of S.A.C. Stock 13.0 17.0 4.1 — 34.2 

46.5 17.9 82.4 - 6 7 . 6 79.2 



June 
Qtr. 

Sep. 
Qtr. 

Dec. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 63.2 15.0 112.0 —110.0 80.2 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-j-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas ... ... ... ... ... ... 14.6 1.2 12.2 — 28.0 

Less Transfers from London Register ... —0.5 —0.6 —0.6 —0.6 —2.3 

Total: 14.1 0.6 11.6 —0.6 25.7 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank ... ... ... — • 12.0 0.6 — 12.9 —0.3 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks — — . — • • — — Savings Banks ... ... ... ... ... 10.7 - 1 . 7 3.8 1.3 14.1 
Money Market 3.0 3.0 1.0 —3.0 4.0 
Stock and Station Agents — — - 0 . 4 —0.4 - 0 . 8 
Finance Companies — — — — — Life Assurance Offices — 1.7 2.9 3.9 3.5 8.6 

Government Departments 
Government Superannuation Board 2.9 0.8 0.8 1.1 5.6 
Maori Trustee — . 0.3 0.3 —0.4 0.2 
National Provident Fund 4.7 2.3 —5.1 —1.7 0.2 
Public Trustee 0.1 — —0.8 — - 0 . 7 
State Advances Corporation — 1.4 0.6 CO

 3.8 
State Insurance 0.4 0.3 0.2 —0.1 0.8 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account — — - 1.5 —4.0 - 2 . 5 
Wool Commission Account 0.6 0.4 —5.5 6.0 1.5 

All Other Holders —0.5 - 1 7 . 0 13.2 13.8 0.5 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 2.3 

—9.0 — 16.4 13.8 14.4 2.8 
Total within New Zealand: 11.7 5.3 14.7 5.6 37.3 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-{-) in Assets of Government 
Sector^ 
Overseas ... ... ... ... - 2 . 8 31.8 5.2 — 14.8 19.4 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 40.2 - 2 5 . 8 80.5 —94.7 0.2 
Trading Banks — — — — — Sales (4-) or Purchases (—) of S.A.C. Stock — 3.1 — —5.5 - 2 . 4 

63.2 15.0 112.0 — 110.0 80.2 

($ million) 



($ million) 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. Mar. 
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 53.1 25.2 110.9 - 6 7 . 2 122.0 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-\-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
34.8 Overseas ... ... ... 16.4 3.3 15.0 0.1 34.8 

Less Transfers from London Register —0.4 —0.4 - 0 . 4 —0.4 —1.6 

Total: 16.0 2.8 14.6 - 0 . 3 33.2 
Within New Zealand 

- 0 . 7 Reserve Bank —0.1 - 1 . 0 0.7 - 0 . 3 - 0 . 7 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks — — — — — 
Savings Banks 5.3 11.2 12.8 12.3 41.6 
Money Market 7.2 5.9 8.6 2.8 24.5 
Stock and Station Agents — — — 0.1 0.1 
Finance Companies — — 

0.6 
— — 

Life Assurance Offices 0.8 4.7 0.6 4.8 10.9 

Government Departments 
0.2 5.3 1.4 6.9 Government Superannuation Board 0.2 — 5.3 1.4 6.9 

Maori Trustee —0.1 — — 0.5 0.4 
National Provident Fund —4.4 4.5 — 8.0 8.1 
Public Trustee 0.4 — 0.2 0.5 1.1 
State Advances Corporation — 1.1 0.9 1.2 3.2 
State Insurance — — — 0.1 0.1 

Marketing Authorities 
1.7 Meat Industry Account 1.5 0.2 — — 1.7 

Wool Commission Account ... 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.3 

AU Other Holders —4.8 2.0 - 7 . 7 12.4 1.9 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.6 

—4.4 2.4 - 7 . 3 12.8 3.5 
Total within New Zealand: 7.1 29.2 22.0 44.4 102.7 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-\-) in Assetsof Government 
Sectoral 
Overseas ... ... ... ... - 9 . 4 —0.5 - 0 . 6 8.5 - 2 . 0 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 33.9 —6.4 74.9 —119.8 —17.4 
Trading Banks ... ... ... ... — — — — — 
Sales ( + ) or Purchases ( —) of S.A.C. Stock 5.5 — — — 5.5 

53.1 25.2 110.9 - 6 7 . 2 122.0 



($ million) 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. Mar. 
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 64.8 28.5 97.6 —83.7 107.2 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-{-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
8.2 Overseas - 1 . 2 - 0 . 4 0.6 9.2 8.2 

Less Transfers from London Register —0.4 —1.0 —0.9 —1.2 —3.5 

Total: — 1.6 — 1.4 —0.3 8.0 4.7 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank - 3 . 7 0.9 0.1 —31.8 —34.5 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) — — 14.2 —14.2 — 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks — — — — — 
Savings Banks 23.7 19.8 21.4 5.3 70.2 
Money Market 5.2 6.2 2.1 —3.0 10.5 
Stock and Station Agents — — — 0.3 0.3 
Finance Companies — — — — — 
Life Assurance Offices 6.5 2.6 5.2 4.5 18.8 

Government Departments 
7.6 Government Superannuation Board 3.4 1.3 1.3 1.6 7.6 

Maori Trustee — —0.1 — - 0 . 2 —0.3 
National Provident Fund 8.0 — 0.1 19.0 27.1 
Public Trustee - 0 . 7 0.2 — 0.2 —0.3 
State Advances Corporation 1.0 0.4 — 1.2 2.6 
State Insurance ... ... 0.4 —0.4 — — — 

Marketing Authorities 
1.5 4.5 Meat Industry Account 3.0 — — 1.5 4.5 

Wool Commission Account 0.7 —0.9 1.2 — 1.4 —0.4 

All Other Holders - 0 . 3 9.8 — 19.7 - 2 . 9 - 1 3 . 1 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.4 1.0 0.9 1.2 3.5 

0.1 10.8 — 18.8 — 1.7 —9.6 
Total within New Zealand: 47.6 40.8 26.8 — 18.7 96.5 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-{-) in Assets of Government 
Sector^ 
Overseas ... ... ... - 0 . 6 —0.6 —0.8 12.8 10.8 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank ... ... ... ... ... 19.4 — 10.3 71.9 —85.8 —4.8 
Trading Banks — — — — — 

64.8 28.5 97.6 - 8 3 . 7 107.2 



($ million) 

June 
Qtr. 

Sep. 
Qtr. 

Dec. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 72.0 50.5 108.7 — 146.5 85.3 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (A-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas ... » 1.2 1.0 — 1.4 15.0 15.8 

Less Transfers from London Register —0.7 —0.6 - 2 . 5 —4.0 —7.8 

Total: 0.5 0.4 —3.9 11.0 8.0 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 13.9 - 0 . 8 - 0 . 3 - 5 3 . 0 - 4 0 . 2 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) — — 44.2 —44.2 — 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks — — — — — 
Savings Banks 16.2 32.8 31.7 34.2 114.9 
Money Market 6.4 2.7 0.4 —1.8 7.7 
Stock and Station Agents 0.5 — — 0.5 1.0 
Finance Companies ... ... ... — — — — — 
Life Assurance Offices ... ... ... 3.7 4.0 5.2 2.8 15.7 

Government Departments 
3.0 Earthquake and War Damage Commission 1.2 0.2 1.9 3.0 6.3 

Government Superannuation Board 2.8 1.2 1.2 1.4 6.6 
Maori Trustee — - 0 . 2 —0.2 —0.4 —0.8 
National Provident Fund ... — — —0.6 8.0 7.4 
Public Trustee 1.5 — 1.4 - 0 . 8 — —0.7 
State Advances Corporation — 1.8 — 1.6 3.4 
State Insurance 0.7 —0.4 0.3 0.2 0.8 

Marketing Authorities 
3.0 0.9 Meat Industry Account — - 2 . 1 3.0 — 0.9 

Wool Commission Account 1.9 0.5 — — 2.4 

All Other Holders ... ... ... ... 13.7 —11.6 —12.7 —10.7 —20.5 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.7 0.6 2.5 4.0 7.8 

14.4 - 1 1 . 0 - 1 0 . 2 - 6 . 7 - 1 2 . 7 
Total within New Zealand: 63.2 27.3 75.8 —54.4 112.7 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-\-) in Assets of Government 
Sector™ 
Overseas - 2 7 . 7 - 0 . 2 —1.3 - 0 . 6 —30.0 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 36.0 23.0 38.1 —102.5 - 5 . 4 
Trading Banks — — — — — 

72.0 50.5 108.7 —146.5 85.3 



($ million) 

June 
Qtr. 

Sep. 
Qtr. 

Dec. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 71.6 64.5 132.8 —154.8 114.4 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-}-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
17.2 Overseas ... —1.5 - 6 . 0 8.0 16.7 17.2 

Less Transfers from London Register - 2 . 9 —5.5 —4.4 —4.6 —17.4 

Total: —4.4 —11.5 3.6 12.1 - 0 . 2 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank — —0.4 2.0 13.8 15.4 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) — •—• 84.2 —84.2 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks — 14.6 0.1 0.9 15.6 
Savings Banks 36.5 34.9 17.8 11.3 100.5 
Money Market —4.5 —4.7 —1.0 —8.4 —18.6 
Stock and Station Agents 0.4 —0.4 — — - — Finance Companies ... 0.3 0.5 0.8 —0.5 1.1 
Life Assurance Offices 6.7 3.0 3.1 5.2 18.0 

Government Departments 
7.6 Earthquake and War Damage Commission 1.4 2.2 2.2 1.8 7.6 

Government Superannuation Board 2.7 1.3 1.3 0.7 6.0 
Maori Trustee — 0.2 — 0.3 0.5 
National Provident Fund — —0.3 —4.0 —4.0 —8.3 
Public Trustee 0.2 - 0 . 7 - 0 . 4 —0.3 —1.2 
State Advances Corporation — 1.0 1.4 1.2 3.6 
State Insurance 0.2 — — — 0.2 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account 1.0 0.1 — 1.4 2.0 1.7 
Wool Commission Account — — 0.4 — 0.4 

All Other Holders —31.9 — 14.5 - 7 . 2 4.0 —49.2 
Plus Transfers from London Register 2.9 5.5 4.4 4.6 17.4 

- 2 9 . 0 - 9 . 0 - 2 . 8 8.6 —31.8 
Total within New Zealand: 15.9 42.3 103.7 —51.6 110.7 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-}-) in Assets of Government 
Sector^ 

5.6 Overseas —0.7 17.3 - 4 . 2 - 6 . 7 5.6 
Within New Zealand 

- 1 . 7 Reserve Bank ... ... ... ... 60.8 16.4 29.7 —108.6 - 1 . 7 
Trading Banks ... — • — — — 

71.6 64.5 132.8 — 154.8 114.4 



($ million) 

June 
Qtr. 

Sep. 
Qtr. 

Dec. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 86.1 91.4 147.2 —190.3 133.8 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-\-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas -

Less Transfers from London Register 
0.7 

—5.8 
8.7 

—0.6 
28.2 25.2 

- 0 . 2 
62.8 

- 6 . 5 

Total: 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) 

—5.1 

—6.5 

8.1 

- 7 . 6 

28.2 

—26.0 
14.2 

25.0 

27.4 
—14.2 

56.3 

—12.8 

2. 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies 
Life Assurance Offices 

Government Departments 
Earthquake and War Damage Commission 
Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account 
Wool Commission Account ... 

All Other Holders 
Plus Transfers from London Register ... 

Total within New Zealand: 
Increase (—) or Decrease (4-) in Assets of Government 
Sector*-" 
Overseas ... ... ... 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 
Trading Banks 

—0.4 8.6 6.6 —10.2 4.6 
18.0 32.7 16.1 9.7 76.5 
1.2 5.7 5.1 - 5 . 7 6.3 

0.7 1.0 0.5 - 1 . 3 0.9 
4.5 6.0 4.7 9.9 25.1 

1.5 2.4 2.2 2.2 8.3 
3.7 2.2 2.4 1.6 9.9 
— 0.4 — — 0.4 

6.4 - 6 . 4 —7.0 — - 7 . 0 
— 0.4 - 0 . 7 0.1 - 0 . 2 
1.0 0.6 1.2 0.8 3.6 
0.1 0.2 —0.6 - 0 . 2 —0.5 

1.7 2.0 3.7 
- 0 . 2 — —1.9 - 2 3 . 4 - 2 5 . 5 

- 2 0 . 0 1.7 0.8 —6.6 —24.6 
5.8 0.6 — 0.2 6.5 

- 1 4 . 2 2.3 0.8 —6.4 —18.1 
17.5 48.5 17.6 —7.7 75.2 

- 0 . 2 1.0 0.2 4.0 5.0 

73.9 33.8 101.2 —211.6 - 2 . 7 

86.1 91.4 147.2 —190.3 133.8 



Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-j-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas 

Less Transfers from London Register 

Total: 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 
Reserve Bank (Treasury Revenue Bills) 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market 
Stock and Stadon Agents ... 
Finance Companies 
Life Assurance Offices 

Government Departments 
Earthquake and War Damage Commission 
Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account 
Wool Commission Account 

All Other Holders 
Plus Transfers from London Register 

Total within New Zealand: 
Increase (—) or Decrease (-\-) in Assets of Government 
Sector™ 
Overseas 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 
Trading Banks 
Sales ( + ) ' or Purchases (—) of S.A.C. Stock 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. Mar. 
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Year 

98.1 71.0 120.4 - 1 7 9 . 0 110.5 

- 1 9 . 6 19.4 14.8 41.5 56.1 
—0.1 — — —0.1 —0.2 

- 1 9 . 7 19.4 14.8 41.4 55.9 

8.5 —4.9 —8.0 - 9 . 0 — 13.4 
— 14.2 — 14.2 

9.5 3.8 8.9 - 1 1 . 7 10.5 
22.7 30.3 3.3 12.2 68.5 

- 3 . 6 8.2 8.3 - 3 . 9 9.0 
0.4 —1.8 — 1.3 - 0 . 1 

—1.2 —0.4 - 0 . 2 — —1.8 
1.6 7.6 4.8 9.6 23.6 

1.3 2.8 2.9 2.7 9.7 
4.2 2.4 2.8 2.6 12.0 
0.2 — — —0.1 0.1 

. —6.0 - 2 . 5 —8.5 
0.2 —0.4 - 0 . 1 -— - 0 . 3 
2.0 _ .— 1.3 3.3 
— 0.3 — — 0.3 

1.6 1.6 
- 3 5 . 9 — — 1.4 - 0 . 2 —37.5 

3.7 —11.3 6.5 27.5 26.6 
0.1 — — 0.1 0.2 

3.8 —11.3 6.5 27.6 26.8 
13.7 38.2 36.0 15.7 103.8 

—0.5 —1.3 — 16.5 - 1 . 9 - 2 0 . 4 

104.6 14.7 86.1 —207.2 —1.8 
— — — - 2 5 . 0 —25.0 
— — — - 2 . 0 - 2 . 0 

98.1 71.0 120.4 - 1 7 9 . 0 110.5 

(') Public Account purchases or sales of Government securities within New Zealand are excluded as a specific item, as is their 
contra, change in Government liabilities held by Public Account. See text for explanation. | 

($ million) 



($ million) 

June Sep. Dec. Afar. Mar. 
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 96.0 50.7 143.0 - 1 8 0 . 7 108.9 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-{-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas - 2 . 2 —16.9 — 1.4 21.6 1.1 

Less Transfers from London Register —0.1 —0.5 - 0 . 1 —0.1 —0.8 

Total: - 2 . 3 —17.4 - 1 . 5 21.5 0.3 
Within New Zealand 

0.6 Reserve Bank - 0 . 7 2.7 1.8 - 3 . 2 0.6 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
2.6 Trading Banks 15.7 2.4 1.1 - 1 6 . 7 2.6 

Savings Banks 27.3 17.5 19.2 —0.4 63.6 
Money Market 13.7 9.6 6.0 —11.8 17.5 
Stock and Station Agents 0.3 —0.5 0.5 0.2 0.5 
Finance Companies - 0 . 1 0.1 — — — 
Life Assurance Offices 6.6 3.0 7.0 4.0 20.6 

Government Departments 
3.0 3.2 6.2 Earthquake and War Damage Commission — —• 3.0 3.2 6.2 

Government Superannuation Board 4.8 3.3 2.1 2.0 12.2 
Maori Trustee — 0.2 — 0.3 0.5 
National Provident Fund 2.0 — — 21.4 23.4 
Public Trustee 0.1 0.2 — - 0 . 6 —0.3 
State Advances Corporation 0.8 1.0 1.4 0.6 3.8 
State Insurance — — 0.2 —0.3 —0.1 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account — — 2.0 — 2.0 
Wool Commission Account — — — — • 

All Other Holders — 18.1 4.9 - 4 . 1 19.3 1.7 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.8 

—18.0 5.4 - 4 . 0 19.4 2.5 
Total within New Zealand: 52.5 44.9 40.3 18.1 155.6 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (+) in Assets of Government 
Sector™ 
Overseas — - 2 . 7 2.6 - 3 . 6 - 3 . 6 

Within New Zealand 
Reserve Bank 18-8 2 5 9 1016 —156.2 9.9 
Trading Banks 25.0 — — - 3 5 . 0 —10.0 
Other' 2) » — — — —25.5 —25.5 
Sales ( + ) or Purchases ( —) of S.A.C. Stock 2.0 — — — 2.0 

96.0 50.7 143.0 —180.7 108.9 

O) Public Account purchases or sales of Government securities within New Zealand are excluded as a specific item, as is their 
contra, change in Government liabilities held by Public Account. See text for explanation. 

( 2 ) Devaluation loss. 



June Sep. Dec. Mar. Mar. 
Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 80.3 71.2 138.2 —214.3 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-\-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern 

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas 

Less Transfers from London Register 

Total: —3.6 —4.2 —3.0 —3.3 —14.1 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank - 2 . 8 4.9 55.4 —61.9 —4.4 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks 15.8 22.6 119.9 - 1 4 9 . 0 9.4 
Savings Banks 31.4 30.6 4.0 17.9 83.9 
Money Market 13.8 —12.3 7.5 —17.6 —8.6 
Stock and Station Agents —0.1 —1.6 1.0 — —0.7 
Finance Companies 1.5 2.2 2.0 5.7 
Life Assurance Offices 4.4 5.4 2.6 9.5 21.9 

Government Departments 
3.2 3.2 2.8 10.4 Earthquake and War Damage Commission 1.2 3.2 3.2 2.8 10.4 

Government Superannuation Board 4.6 3.3 2.3 2.3 12.5 
Maori Trustee ... 0.3 — — — 0.3 
National Provident Fund • - — — — — Public Trustee —. - 0 . 7 —0.3 — —1.0 
State Advances Corporation — 2.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 
State Insurance - 0 . 2 —0.1 — - 0 . 2 —0.5 

Marketing Authorities 
- 2 . 0 - 2 . 0 Meat Industry Account 0.5 - 2 . 5 2.0 - 2 . 0 - 2 . 0 

Wool Commission Account 1.0 — 9.5 2.6 13.1 

All Other Holders - 1 7 . 2 —10.3 —46.1 30.3 —43.8 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.1 0.1 0.3 2.8 3.3 

—17.1 —10.2 —45.8 33.1 —40.5 
Total within New Zealand: 52.8 46.1 164.5 —159.5 103.5 

Increase (—) or Decrease (-{•) in Assets of Government 
Sector™ 
Overseas 1.6 - 2 . 8 —4.7 —1.1 - 7 . 0 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank —5.5 32.1 — 18.6 - 2 0 . 4 - 1 2 . 3 
Trading Banks 35.0 — — —30.0 5.0 

80.3 71.2 138.2 —214.3 75.5 

- 3 . 5 - 4 . 1 - 2 . 7 - 0 . 5 —10.8 
_ 0 . i —0.1 —0.3 —2.8 —3.3 

($ million) 



($ million) 

June 
Qtr. 

Sep. 
Qtr. 

Dec. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 88.9 87.9 170.6 —266.0 81.4 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-\-) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
Overseas 

Less Transfers from London Register 
- 3 . 4 
- 0 . 1 

31.1 2.7 
—1.0 

—3.4 27.0 
—1.1 

Total: 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 

- 3 . 5 

10.4 

31.1 

2.1 

1.7 

11.2 

—3.4 

- 2 3 . 2 

25.9 

0.5 

Private Sector Financial Institutions 
Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies 
Life Assurance Offices 

20.3 
23.5 

—4.9 
0.3 
3.1 
7.4 

13.1 
18.1 
5.6 

—1.6 
4.0 
8.4 

73.3 
5.3 

—3.1 
0.3 
2.5 
2.7 

- 9 7 . 7 
8.4 

—18.6 
0.8 
2.5 
2.5 

9.0 
55.3 

- 2 1 . 0 
- 0 . 2 

12.1 
21.0 

Government Departments 
Earthquake and War Damage Commission 
Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance 

2.1 
7.1 

- 0 . 2 

- 0 . 2 

4.0 
5.0 
0.3 

1.0 

2.8 
5.7 

- 7 . 0 
- 0 . 6 

1.0 
—0.1 

3.4 
5.1 

—4.0 
—1.1 

1.0 

12.3 
22.9 

0.3 
- 1 1 . 0 

- 1 . 9 
3.0 

- 0 . 3 

Marketing Authorities 
Meat Industry Account ... 
Wool Commission Account ... 1.7 

- 1 . 2 
2.0 1.4 

2.0 
3.3 

0.8 
8.4 

All Other Holders 
Plus Transfers from London Register 

—12.8 
0.1 

—9.9 6.4 
1.0 

- 1 5 . 7 - 3 2 . 1 
1.1 

Total within New Zealand: 
—12.7 

57.9 
—9.9 

50.9 
7.4 

102.8 
—15.7 

—131.3 
—31.0 

80.2 

2. Increase (—) or Decrease (-{-) in Assets of Government 
Sector™ 
Overseas ... ... 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank ... ... 
Trading Banks ... ... 
O t h e r s 

- 0 . 4 

4.9 
30.0 

- 3 0 . 9 

36.8 

2.8 

73.8 

- 1 0 . 5 

- 2 . 4 

—118.9 
- 1 0 . 0 

- 3 0 . 8 

- 3 . 4 
20.0 

—10.5 

88.9 87.9 170.6 - 2 6 6 . 0 81.4 

(!) Public Account purchases or sales of Government securities within New Zealand are excluded as a specific item, as is their 
contra, change in Government liabilities held by Public Account. See text for explanation. 

( 2 ) Gold subscription to I.M.F. 



($ million) 

June 
Qtr. 

Sep. 
Qtr. 

Dec. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Qtr. 

Mar. 
Year 

Amount to be Financed from Borrowing 66.5 69.3 174.7 - 2 3 8 . 2 72.3 

Financing Transactions 
1. Increase (-{•) or Decrease (—) in Liabilities of Govern

ment Sector with Holders Outside Public Account 
52.7 Overseas 18.5 30.8 —40.1 43.5 52.7 

Less Transfers from London Register 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 —0.1 

Total: 18.5 30.8 —40.1 43.5 52.6 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank 8.9 - 1 . 9 - 3 . 9 - 4 6 . 2 - 4 3 . 1 

Private Sector Financial Institution* 
68.9 Trading Banks 30.0 52.1 150.4 —163.6 68.9 

Savings Banks 11.6 - 0 . 2 2.9 3.2 17.5 
Money Market 1.5 —1.1 7.0 —2.8 4.6 
Stock and Station Agents 0.0 — 1.7 - 0 . 2 0.5 —1.4 
Finance Companies 1.5 1.5 2.9 0.1 6.0 
Life Assurance Offices 3.9 16.2 3.3 10.1 33.5 

Government Departments 
0.0 14.1 14.1 Earthquake and War Damage Commission 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 14.1 

Government Superannuation Board 0.0 - 0 . 2 0.2 26.0 26.0 
Maori Trustee 0.0 - 0 . 2 0.0 0.0 —0.2 
National Provident Fund 0.0 - 7 . 5 - 4 . 0 —4.1 — 15.6 
Public Trustee 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.7 
State Advances Corporation 0.0 1.1 2.4 1.0 4.5 
State Insurance 0.2 0.7 - 0 . 2 —1.6 —0.9 

Marketing Authorities 
0.0 - 9 . 0 Meat Industry Account 1.0 0.0 0.0 - 1 0 . 0 - 9 . 0 

Wool Commission Account 0.1 1.1 3.5 3.8 8.5 

All Other Holders —4.5 17.1 14.8 —39.5 - 1 2 . 1 
Plus Transfers from London Register 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 

- 4 . 5 17.1 14.8 - 3 9 . 5 —12.0 
Total within New Zealand: 54.4 77.5 179.1 - 2 0 9 . 0 102.2 

1. Increase (—) or Decrease (-{•) in Assets of Government 
Sector™ 
Overseas ... —15.5 - 3 7 . 9 19.0 —34.6 —69.0 
Within New Zealand 

Reserve Bank —0.9 — 1.1 22.7 —18.1 2.6 
Trading Banks 10.0 — — - 2 0 . 0 —10.0 
Sales ( + ) or Purchases (—) of S.A.C. Stock — — - 6 . 0 — - 6 . 0 

66.5 69.3 174.7 —238.2 72.3 



Mar. Mar. 
June Sep. Dec. Mar. Year June Sep. Dec. Mar. Year 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand' 1) 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public Debt' 2 ' 

Unexplained 

1959/60 

36.3 

20.4 

56.7 

1960/61 

19.6 12.6 8.0 20.7 60.8 

-1.6 —0.3 —3.4 12.0 

18.0 12.3 

6.7 

4.6 32.7 67.5 
67.4 

0.1 

1961/62 1962/63 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand' 1) 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public Debt' 2 ) 

Unexplained 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand") 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public Debt ' 2 ) 

Unexplained 

11.7 5.3 14.7 5.6 37.3 7.1 29.2 22.0 44.4 102.7 

—5.2 0.7 6.0 16.1 17.4 —1.2 —1.6 — --13.8 —16.6 

6.5 6.0 20.7 21.7 54.7 
45.6 

5.9 27.6 22.0 30.6 86.1 
91.8 

9.1 5.7 

1963/64 1964/65 

47.6 40.8 26.8 --18.7 96.5 63.2 27.3 75.8 --54.4 112.7 

—3.0 1.0 —28.5 13.3 —17.2 —16.0 —0.1 —9.8 23.2 —2.7 

44.6 41.8 —1.7 • - 5 . 4 79.3 47.2 27.2 66.0 --31.2 110.0 
79.7 

0.4 

108.8 

1.2 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand' 1) 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities ... 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public Debt' 2) 

Unexplained 

1965/66 

15.9 42.3 103.7 —51.6 110.7 

— — —10.2 10.2 — 

15.9 42.3 93.5 —41.4 110.7 
114.0 

3.3 

1966/67 

17.5 48.5 17.6 —7.7 75.2 

— —0.8 
17.5 47.7 

8.8 
26.4 

12.7 20.6 
5.0 95.8 

98.6 

2.8 

(!) From financing table (Table 1) . 
(2) Figures available only on an annual basis. (Source: Budgets). 

RECONCILIATION WITH THE OFFICIAL PUBLIC DEBT 

($ million) 



Mar. Mar. 
June Sep. Dec. Mar. Year June Sep. Dec. Mar. Year 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand") 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public D e b t ( 2 ) 

Unexplained 

-23.8 

1967/68 

13.7 38.2 36.0 15.7 103.5 

— —14.2 31.4 —6.6 —8.2 

—10.1 38.2 21.8 47.1 96.9 
95.2 

1.7 

1968/69 

52.5 44.9 40.3 18.1 155.6 

-3.2 —0.5 

44.3 41.7 39.8 

—11.9 

18.1 143.7 
144.5 

0.8 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand") 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public Debt ( 2 ) 

Unexplained 

1969/70 

52.8 46.1 164.5—159.5 103.9 

—0.1 —14.2 -14.3 — 

52.8 46.0 150.3—159.5 89.6 
90.3 

0.7 

1970/71 

57.9 50.9 102.8—131.3 80.2 

57.9 50.9 102.8—131.3 80.2 
79.2 

1.0 

Change in Government Sector Liabilities 
within New Zealand") 

Plus net increase in Public Account's hold
ings of New Zealand Government 
Securities 

Estimated change in Internal Public Debt 
Official change in Internal Public Debt ( 2 ) 

1971/72 

54.4 77.5 179.1—209.0 102.2 

—2.0 -2.0 

54.4 77.5 177.1 —209.0 100.2 
102.5 

Unexplained 2.3 

" ) From financing table (Table 1) . 
<2) Figures available only on an annual basis. (Source: Budgets). 

RECONCILIATION WITH THE OFFICIAL PUBLIC DEBT (continued) 

($ million) 



1960 1960/61 1961/62 

($ million) Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. 

tock of Internal Public Debt™ 1415.6 1433.6 1445.9 1450.5 1483.2 1489.7 1495.7 1516.4 1538.1 
tocks of Public Debt held byS2>> 
Public Account (includes Treasury 

78.2 92.5 Revenue Bills)") 77.7 75.6 73.1 69.7 79.7 74.5 73.4 78.2 92.5 
Earthquake and War Damage Com

41.5 mission ... ... ... 32.0 32.5 34.7 34.7 36.7 36.7 38.5 39.7 41.5 
Government Superannuation Board 61.3 64.0 64.4 65.5 66.8 69.7 70.5 71.3 72.4 
Maori Trustee 4.8 4.8 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.4 5.7 5.3 
National Provident Fund 32.7 36.6 54.6 47.4 42.4 47.1 49.4 44.3 42.6 
Public Trustee 8.1 6.0 8.6 8.3 8.2 8.3 8.3 7.5 7.5 
State Advances Corporation 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 6.2 6.2 7.6 8.2 10.0 
State Insurance ... 6.4 6.9 7.1 7.4 7.4 7.8 8.1 8.3 8.2 

228.5 231.9 253.1 243.6 252.5 255.4 261.2 263.2 280.0 
Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Re

venue Bills) 142.6 142.6 158.6 158.6 142.6 142.6 154.6 155.2 142.3 

371.1 374.5 411.7 402.2 395.1 398.0 415.8 418.4 422.3 
Meat Industry Account 70.9 70.9 70.9 70.9 70.9 70.9 70.9 72.4 68.4 
Wool Commission Account 57.4 57.4 58.0 58.0 58.5 59.1 59.5 54.0 60.0 

128.3 128.3 128.9 128.9 129.4 130.0 130.4 126.4 128.4 
Trading Banks 22.9 22.9 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 
Savings Banks 458.8 461.5 463.8 478.2 484.0 494.7 493.0 496.8 498.1 
Money Market 4.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 7.0 10.0 13.0 14.0 11.0 
Stock and Station Agents 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.0 3.6 
Finance Companies 
Life Assurance Offices 103.8 104.4 102.9 100.6 105.2 103.5 106.4 110.3 113.8 

594.0 597.3 599.2 613.3 623.6 635.6 639.8 648.1 649.5 
All Other Holders 321.9 331.6 302.6 300.9 328.2 318.7 301.7 314.9 328.7 
Plus stock transferred from the London 
Register^) 0.3 1.9 3.5 5.2 6.9 7.4 8.0 8.6 9.2 

Total All Other Holders 322.2 333.5 306.1 306.1 335.1 326.1 309.7 323.5 337.9 

O) March 1960 figure derived from 1960 Budget, Table 11. Subsequent figures compiled by adding the estimated change in the internal Public 
Debt from the reconciliation table (Table 2 ) . 

( 2 ) Movements in the levels of stocks correspond to the changes in the financing table (Table 1) except for Public Account which comes from 
the reconciliation table, with an adjustment for Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 

( 3 ) Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
( 4 ) See text for explanation. 

OWNERSHIP CLASSIFICATION OF INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT 



1962/63 1963/64 

($ million) June Sep. Dec. Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. 

tock of Internal Public Debt™ ... 1544.0 1571.6 1593.6 1624.2 1668.8 1710.6 1708.9 1703.5 
tocks of Public Debt held by:™ 
Public Account (includes Treasury 

Revenue Bills'3) 91.2 89.6 85.2 69.7 64.7 64.7 34.6 45.7 
Earthquake and War Damage Com

mission ... ... ... 41.6 41.6 46.1 47.7 49.7 50.7 52.3 54.5 
Government Superannuation Board 72.6 72.6 77.9 79.3 82.7 84.0 85.3 86.9 
Maori Trustee 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.6 5.4 
National Provident Fund ... 38.2 42.7 42.7 50.7 58.7 58.7 58.8 77.8 
Public Trustee 7.9 7.9 8.1 8.6 7.9 8.1 8.1 8.3 
State Advances Corporation 10.0 11.1 12.0 13.2 14.2 14.6 14.6 15.8 
State Insurance ... 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.3 8.7 8.3 8.3 8.3 

274.9 278.9 285.4 283.2 292.3 294.7 267.6 302.7 
Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Re

venue Bills) ... 142.2 141.2 141.9 141.6 137.9 138.8 153.1 107.1 

417.1 420.1 427.3 : 424.8 430.2 433.5 420.7 409.8 
Meat Industry Account 69.9 70.1 70.1 70.1 73.1 73.1 73.1 74.6 
Wool Commission Account 60.7 60.9 61.1 61.3 62.0 61.1 62.3 60.9 

130.6 131.0 131.2 131.4 135.1 134.2 135.4 135.5 
Trading Banks 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 
Savings Banks 503.4 514.6 527.4 539.7 563.4 583.2 604.6 609.9 
Money Market 18.2 24.1 32.7 35.5 40.7 46.9 49.0 46.0 
Stock and Station Agents 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 4.0 
Finance Companies — — — — — — — — 
Life Assurance Offices 114.6 119.3 119.9 124.7 131.2 133.8 139.0 143.5 

662.8 684.6 706.6 726.6 762.0 790.6 819.3 826.4 
All Other Holders 323.9 325.9 218.2 330.6 330.3 340.1 320.4 317.5 
Plus stock transferred from the London 

Register' 4) 9.6 10.0 10.4 10.8 11.2 12.2 13.1 14.3 

Total All Other Holders 333.5 335.9 328.6 341.4 341.5 352.3 333.5 331.8 

(1) March 1960 figure derived from 1960 Budget, Table 11. Subsequent figures compiled by adding the estimated change in the internal Public 
Debt from the reconciliation table (Table 2 ) . 

( 2 ) Movements in the levels of stocks correspond to the changes in the financing table (Table 1) except for Public Account which comes from 
the reconciliation table, with an adjustment for Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 

(l) Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
W See text for explanation. 

OWNERSHIP CLASSIFICATION OF INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT (continued) 



1964/65 1965/66 

($ million) 

Stock of Internal Public Debt™ 
Stocks of Public Debt held by:™ 

Public Account (includes Treasury 
Revenue Bills") 

Earthquake and War Damage Com
mission 

Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance 

Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Re
venue Bills) ... ... 

Meat Industry Account 
Wool Commission Account 

Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market... 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies ... 
Life Assurance Offices 

All Other Holders 
Plus stock transferred from the London 

Register*4) 

Total All Other Holders 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. 

1750.1 1777.9 1813.9 1812.7 1828.6 1870.9 1894.4 1923.0 

29.7 29.6 19.8 43.0 43.0 43.0 32.8 43.0 

55.7 55.9 57.8 60.8 62.2 64.4 66.6 68.4 
89.7 90.9 92.1 93.5 96.2 97.5 98.8 99.5 

5.4 5.2 5.0 4.6 4.6 4.8 4.8 5.1 
77.8 77.8 77.2 85.2 85.2 84.9 80.9 76.9 

9.8 8.4 7.6 7.6 7.8 7.1 6.7 6.4 
15.8 17.6 17.6 19.2 19.2 20.2 21.6 22.8 
9.0 8.6 8.9 9.1 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 

292.9 294.0 286.0 323.0 327.5 331.2 321.5 331.4 

121.0 120.2 164.1 66.9 66.9 66.5 152.7 82.3 

413.9 414.2 450.1 389.9 394.4 397.7 474.2 413.7 
74.6 72.5 75.5 75.5 76.5 76.6 75.2 77.2 
62.8 63.3 63.3 63.3 63.3 63.3 63.7 63.7 

137.4 135.8 138.8 138.8 139.8 139.9 138.9 140.9 
23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 37.6 37.7 38.6 

626.1 658.9 690.6 724.8 761.3 796.2 814.0 825.3 
52.4 55.1 55.5 53.7 49.2 44.5 43.5 35.1 

4.5 4.5 4.5 5.0 5.4 5.0 5.0 5.0 
— — — — 0.3 0.8 1.6 1.1 

147.2 151.2 156.4 159.2 165.9 168.9 172.0 177.2 

853.2 892.7 930.0 965.7 1005.1 1053.0 1073.8 1082.3 
331.2 319.6 306.9 296.2 264.3 249.8 242.6 246.6 

15.0 15.6 18.1 22.1 25.0 30.5 34.9 39.5 

346.2 335.2 325.0 318.3 289.3 280.3 277.5 286.1 

(1) March 1960 figure derived from 1960 Budget, Table 11. Subsequent figures compiled by adding the estimated change in the internal Public 
Debt from the reconciliation table (Table 2 ) . 

(2) Movements in the levels of stocks correspond to the changes in the financing table (Table 1) except for Public Account which comes from 
the reconciliation table, with an adjustment for Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 

( 3 ) Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
(*) See text for explanation. 

OWNERSHIP CLASSIFICATION OF INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT (continued) 



1966/67 1967/68 

($ million) 

Stock of Internal Public Debt™ 
Stocks of Public Debt held by.™ 

Public Account (includes Treasury 
Revenue Bills)") 

Earthquake and War Damage Com
mission 

Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 

' State Insurance ... ... 

Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Re
venue Bills) ... 

Meat Industry Account 
Wool Commission Account. 

Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market... 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies ... 
Life Assurance Offices 

All Other Holders 
Plus stock transferred from the London 

Register' 4) : 

Total All Other Holders 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. 

1940.5 2008.2 2014.6 2019.6 2009.5 2047.7 2069.5 2116.6 

43.0 42.2 51.0 63.7 39.9 39.9 25.7 57.1 

69.9 72.3 74.5 76.7 78.0 80.8 83.7 86.4 
103.2 105.4 107.8 109.4 113.6 116.0 118.8 121.4 

5.1 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.6 
83.3 76.9 69.9 69.9 69.9 69.9 63.9 61.4 

6.4 6.8 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.0 5.9 5.9 
23.8 24.4 25.6 26.4 28.4 28.4 28.4 29.7 

9.4 9.6 9.0 8.8 8.8 9.1 9.1 9.1 

344.1 343.1 349.4 366.6 350.7 355.8 341.2 376.6 

75.8 68.2 56.4 69.6 78.1 73.2 79.4 56.2 

419.9 411.3 405.8 436.2 428.8 429.0 420.6 432.8 
78.9 78.9 78.9 80.9 80.9 82.5 82.5 82.5 
63.5 63.5 61.6 38.2 2.3 2.3 0.9 0.7 

142.4 142.4 140.5 119.1 83.2 84.8 83.4 83.2 
38.2 46.8 53.4 43.2 52.7 56.5 65.4 53.7 

843.3 876.0 892.1 901.8 924.5 954.8 958.1 970.3 
36.3 42.0 47.1 41.4 37.8 46.0 54.3 50.4 

5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.4 3.6 3.6 4.9 
1.8 2.8 3.3 2.0 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 

181.7 187.7 192.4 202.3 203.9 211.5 216.3 225.9 

1106.3 1160.3 1193.3 1195.7 1225.1 1272.8 1297.9 1305.4 
226.6 248.3 229.1 222.5 226.2 214.9 221.4 245.9 

45.3 45.9 45.9 46.1 46.2 46.2 46.2 46.3 

291.9 274.2 275.0 268.6 272.4 261.1 267.6 295.2 

(1) March 1960 figure derived from 1960 Budget, Table 11. Subsequent figures compiled by adding the estimated change in the internal Public 
Debt from the reconciliation table (Table 2) . 

(2) Movements in the levels of stocks correspond to the changes in the financing table (Table 1) except for Public Account which comes from 
the reconciliation table, with an adjustment for Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 

™ Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
W See text for explanation. 

OWNERSHIP CLASSIFICATION OF INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT (continued) 



1968/69 1969/70 

($ million) 

Stock of Internal Public Debt™ 
Stocks of Public Debt held by™ 

Public Account (includes Treasury 
Revenue B i l l s ) " ) 

Earthquake and War Damage Com
mission 

Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee _ „ _ 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance 

Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Re
venue Bills) 

Meat Industry Account 
Wool Commission Account... 

Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market ,. 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies 
Life Assurance Offices 

Al l Other Holders 
Plus stock transferred from the London 

Register*4) 

Tota l A l l Other Holders 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. 

2160.9 2202.6 2242.4 2260.5 2313.3 2359.3 2509.6 2350.1 

48.9 45.7 45.2 45.2 45.2 45.1 30.9 30.9 

86.4 86.4 89.4 92.6 93.8 97.0 100.2 103.0 
126.2 129.5 131.6 133.6 138.2 141.5 143.8 146.1 

5.6 5.8 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 
63.4 63.4 63.4 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 84.8 

6.0 6.2 6.2 5.6 5.6 4.9 4.6 4.6 
30.5 31.5 32.9 33.5 33.5 35.5 36.5 37.5 

9.1 9.1 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.7 8.7 8.5 

376.1 377.6 383.8 410.4 416.3 423.9 415.9 421.8 

55.5 58.2 60.0 56.8 54.0 58.9 114.3 52.4 

431.6 435.8 443.8 467.2 470.3 482.8 530.2 474.2 
82.5 82.5 84.5 84.5 85.0 82.5 84.5 82.5 

0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.7 1.7 11.2 13.8 

83.2 83.2 85.2 85.2 86.7 84.2 95.7 96.3 
69.4 71.8 72.9 56.2 72.0 94.6 214.5 65.5 

997.6 1015.1 1034.3 1033.9 1065.3 1095.9 1099.9 1117.8 
64.1 73.7 79.7 67.9 81.7 69.4 76.9 59.3 

5.2 4.7 5.2 5.4 5.3 3.7 4.7 4.7 
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.7 3.9 5.9 

232.5 235.5 242.5 246.5 250.9 256.3 258.9 268.4 

1368.9 1401.0 1434.8 1410.1 1475.4 1521.6 1658.8 1521.6 
230.8 235.7 231.4 250.7 233.5 223.2 177.1 207.4 

46.4 46.9 47.0 47.1 47.2 47.3 47.6 50.4 

277.2 282.6 278.4 297.8 250.7 270.5 224.7 257.8 

(1) March 1960 figure derived from 1960 Budget, Table 11. Subsequent figures compiled by adding the estimated change in the internal Public 
Debt from the reconciliation table (Table 2 ) . 

( 2 ) Movements in the levels of stocks correspond to the changes in the financing table (Table 1) except for Public Account which comes from 
the reconciliation table, with an adjustment for Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 

( 3 ) Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
(4) See text for explanation. 

O W N E R S H I P C L A S S I F I C A T I O N O F I N T E R N A L P U B L I C D E B T (continued) 



1970/71 1971/72 

($ million) 

Stock of Internal Public Debt™ 
Stocks of Public Debt held by:™ 

Public Account (includes Treasury 
Revenue Bills)") 

Earthquake and War Damage Com
mission 

Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund ... 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance ... 

Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Re
venue Bills) ... 

Meat Industry Account 
Wool Commission Account. 

Trading Banks 
Savings Banks ... 
Money Market 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies ... 
Life Assurance Offices 

All Other Holders 
Plus stock transferred from the London 
Register'4) ... 

Total All Other Holders ..' 

June Sep. Dec. Mar. June Sep. Dec. Mar. 

2408.0 2458.9 2561.7 2430.4 2484.8 2562.3 2739.4 2530.4 

30.9 30.9 30.9 30.9 30.9 30.9 28.9 28.9 

' 105.1 109.1 111.9 115.3 115.3 115.3 115.3 129.4 
153.2 158.2 163.9 169.0 169.0 168.8 169.0 195.0 

6.4 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.5 6.5 6.5 
84.8 84.8 77.8 73.8 73.8 66.3 62.3 58.2 

4.4 4.4 3.8 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.4 3.4 
37.5 38.5 39.5 40.5 40.5 41.6 44.0 45.0 

8.3 8.3 8.2 8.2 8.4 9.1 8.9 7.3 

430.6 440.9 442.7 447.1 447.5 441.9 438.3 473.7 

62.8 64.9 76.1 52.9 61.8 59.9 56.0 9.8 

493.4 505.8 518.5 500.0 509.3 501.8 494.3 483.5 
82.5 81.3 81.3 83.3 84.3 84.3 84.3 74.3 
15.5 17.5 18.9 22.2 22.3 23.4 26.9 30.7 

98.0 98.8 100.2 105.5 106.6 107.7 111.2 105.0 
85.8 98.9 172.2 74.5 104.5 156.6 307.0 143.4 

1141.3 1159.4 1164.7 1173.1 1184.7 1184.5 1187.4 1190.6 
54.4 60.0 56.9 38.3 39.8 38.7 45.7 42.9 

5.0 3.4 3.7 4.5 4.5 2.8 2.6 3.1 
9.0 13.0 15.5 18.0 19.5 21.0 23.9 24.0 

275.8 284.2 286.9 289.4 293.3 309.5 312.8 322.9 

1571.3 1618.9 1699.9 1597.8 1646.3 1713.1 1879.4 1726.9 
194.6 184.7 191.1 175.4 170.9 188.0 202.8 163.3 

50.5 50.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 

245.1 235.2 242.6 226.9 222.4 239:5 254.3 214.8 

O) March I960 figure derived from 1960 Budget, Table 11. Subsequent figures compiled by adding the estimated change in the internal Public 
Debt from the reconciliation table (Table 2 ) . 

( 2 ) Movements in the levels of stocks correspond to the changes in the financing table (Table 1) except for Public Account which comes from 
the reconciliation table, with an adjustment for Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 

™ Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
W See text for explanation. 

OWNERSHIP CLASSIFICATION OF INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT (continued) 



TABLE 4 

PERCENTAGE CLASSIFICATION OF THE HOLDINGS OF INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT 

(End of March Years) 

Public Account (includes Treasury Re
venue B i l l s ) ( 1 ) 

Earthquake and War Damage Commission 
Government Superannuation Board 
Maori Trustee 
National Provident Fund 
Public Trustee 
State Advances Corporation 
State Insurance ... 

Reserve Bank (includes Treasury Revenue 
Bills) 

Meat Industry Account 
Wool Cornmision Account 

Trading Banks 
Savings Banks 
Money Market 
Stock and Station Agents 
Finance Companies 
Life Assurance Offices ... 

All Other Holders 
Stock transferred from London Register' 2) 

Total All Other Holders 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

5.5 5.4 6.0 4.3 2.7 2.4 2.2 3.2 2.7 2.0 1.3 1.3 1.1 
2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.4 4.7 5.1 
4.3 4.5 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.7 5.9 6.2 7.0 7.7 
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
2.3 2.9 2.8 3.1 4.6 4.7 4.0 3.5 2.9 3.8 3.6 3.0 2.3 
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
0.4 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 

16.1 17.0 18.2 17.4 17.8 17.8 17.2 18.2 17.8 18.2 17.9 18.4 18.7 

10.1 9.6 9.3 8.7 6.3 3.7 4.3 3.4 2.7 2.5 2.2 2.3 0.4 

26.2 26.6 27.5 26.2 24.1 21.5 21.5 21.6 20.4 20.7 20.2 20.7 19.1 
5.0 4.8 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.5 3.4 2.9 
4.1 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.3 1.9 — — 0.6 0.9 1.2 

9.1 8.7 8.3 8.1 8.0 7.7 7.3 5.9 3.9 3.8 4.1 4.3 4.1 
1.6 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.8 3.1 5.7 

32.4 32.6 32.4 33.2 35.8 40.0 42.9 44.7 45.8 45.8 47.6 48.3 47.1 
0.3 0.5 0.7 2.2 2.7 3.0 1.8 2.0 2.4 3.0 2.5 1.6 1.7 
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 

— — — — — 0.1 0.1 — — 0.3 0.7 0.9 
7.3 7.1 7.4 7.7 8.4 8.8 9.2 10.0 10.7 10.9 11.4 11.9 12.8 

42.0 42.0 42.2 44.7 48.5 53.3 56.4 59.2 61.7 62.4 64.8 65.7 68.3 
22.7 22.1 21.4 20.4 18.6 16.3 12.8 11.0 11.8 11.1 8.5 7.2 6.5 

— 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.2 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 

22.7 22.6 22.0 21.1 19.4 17.5 14.9 13.3 14.0 13.2 10.9 9.3 8.5 

(1) Excludes Earthquake and War Damage Commission holdings. 
(2) See text for explanation. 



RESERVE BANK OF NEW ZEALAND 

RESEARCH PAPERS 

No. 1 TOWARDS A MODEL OF THE NEW ZEALAND ECONOMY 
September, 1971 R. S. Deane 

No. 2 A MODEL OF T H E NEW ZEALAND MONETARY SECTOR 
December, 1971 

R. S. Deane, 
M. A. Lumsden 

No. 3 NEW DATA FOR ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
February, 1972 

i i . S. Deane, 
D. Grindell, 

M. A. Lumsden 

No. 4 THE DATING OF POST WAR BUSINESS CYCLES IN NEW ZEALAND 
1946-70 

March, 1972 E. Haywood 

No. 5 AN ECONOMETRIC APPROACH T O FORECASTING NEW ZEALAND'S 
IMPORTS 

May, 1972 
R. S. Deane, 

M. A. Lumsden 

No. 6 CONSUMPTION EQUATIONS FOR NEW ZEALAND: TESTS OF SOME 
ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES R. S. Deane, 

August, 1972 D. E. A. Giles 

No. 7 QUARTERLY TAXATION RELATIONS FOR NEW ZEALAND 
October, 1972 

R. S. Deane, 
D. Grindell 

No. 8 A NEW ZEALAND MODEL: STRUCTURE, POLICY USES, AND SOME 
SIMULATION RESULTS 

November, 1972 
R. S. Deane 

(Editor) 

No. 9 PAPERS O N MONETARY POLICY, CREDIT CREATION, ECONOMIC 
OBJECTIVES AND THE RESERVE BANK 
December, 1972 R. S. Deane 

No. 10 ESSAYS O N ECONOMETRIC TOPICS: FROM THEORY T O PRACTICE 
January, 1973 D. E. A. Giles 

No. 11 FINANCIAL ASSET BEHAVIOUR AND GOVERNMENT FINANCING R. S. Deane 
TRANSACTIONS IN NEW ZEALAND D. Grindell 
April, 1973 A. C. Fenwick 


